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Foreword

“I believe that many of you understand
that the moral arc of the universe is
long, but it bends toward justice.
That we cannot be full evolved human
beings until we care about human
rights and basic dignity.
That all of our survival is tied to
the survival of everyone.
That our visions of technology
and design and entertainment and
creativity have to be married with visions
of humanity, compassion and justice.”

Bryan Stevenson
civil rights attorney,
author of Just Mercy
Published in 2021 by Ghosn Publishing
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The Covid-19 pandemic is still going on, bringing to light the many inequities of our for-profit
society. Its strong merit is to have triggered an impacting awareness of social injustices, thus
empowering many groups and individuals to fight back and ask for justice and equality and
for a better world. Social, racial, gender, economic inequalities, are being highlighted and are
eliciting a strong response all over the world. Here in our country, they are also being tackled
more responsibly by the new administration, with the hope of positive and lasting changes.
The pandemic has also underlined the importance of our social interactions and the big place
that love and compassion have to play in our daily life and in our essence as human beings.
One would hope that, with the resolution of the current crisis and with the return to a somewhat
normalcy thanks to the wide implementation of the vaccine, that all the positive learned would
not quickly dissipate and that the culture of profit and greed would not once again and quickly
become the predominant.
This 18th edition of “For a Better World” was composed during the current pandemic. In it the
many participating poets remind us of all these lived issues and of what is really at stake for
being human. They address the Covid pandemic effects, the distressing feeling of isolation and
separation, our vulnerability face to suffering and death… and also the many other prevailing
pandemics in our world, namely those of greed, violence, racial discrimination, prejudice, social
and economic disparity, destruction of the environment, to name only the few.
Seventy four poets and thirty eight visual artists use their poetic voice and their artistic power
to contribute, in their own way, to peace and social justice. They fight for everyone’s rights,
for the discriminated against, the oppressed, the weak and the poor; they combat darkness,
violence and evil; and they spread compassion, love, and tolerance. These artists speak for
a world after their heart and values, a beautiful and equal world of hope, fraternity and unity,
a rich and diverse world where peace is based on truth, justice, and kindness, and on the
empowering and unique contribution of every individual.
Of all ages and backgrounds, these artists use their art as their voice to state their concerns
and affirm their beliefs and values. By doing so they also strengthen each other’s diverse
voices and give life to their hopes and dreams. With their lucid song, they also confront the evil
in this world and promise to stand up for the fight. Their song is an appeal to each of us to join
in and make a change; it seeks to eliminate our isolation and loneliness and invites us to hold
hands and share in the same well of strength and energy for a better world.
To every participating poet and visual artist, and to everyone who directly or indirectly joined
in the making of this book and in the spread of its message, my heartfelt thanks and gratitude.
My appreciation also goes to Karen Arnett, Diana Becket, and Jerry Judge who, kindly and
generously, reviewed all the submitted poems and provided their editorial advice.
For a better world, always, a world of love, peace and justice.
Saad Ghosn, Book editor and organizer
May 2021
ps. This book, like last year’s edition, is again dedicated to all those who suffered, died, felt
isolated and neglected during the current pandemic crisis. Also, to all those who, courageously
and unselfishly, donated of themselves, their time, their energy, their skills, their wealth, their
love... to combat this crisis and plant seeds for a better world.
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POEMS:

LAURI A. AULTMAN
Lauri A. Aultman is a mixed media Artist Activist with SOS ART. In 1992, she was
a poet in a two womyn show called AmeriEssence, which is reuniting for Global
Water Dances 2021. Lauri is also working on children’s books and has formed a
Poetry/Creative Writing group that meets in person at Westwood Town Hall CRC
(and on Zoom). They would welcome any interested writers.
Contact: lapeaceart@gmail.com; lauri.aultman@cincinnati-oh.gov

NANCY K. JENTSCH
Nancy K. Jentsch’s poetry has appeared recently in Thimble
Literary Magazine, Tiferet, Zingara Poetry Review and in numerous anthologies.
In 2020, she received an Arts Enrichment Grant from the Kentucky Foundation
for Women. Nancy’s chapbook, Authorized Visitors, was published in 2017.
Contact: jentsch@nku.edu; facebook.com/NancyJentschPoet/

DRAWING:

ANISSA PULCHEON
Anissa Pulcheon is a person interested in thinking about the future and helping
others express themselves. She spends her time making coffee, volunteering,
doing freelance illustration, painting, and making music.
Contact: apulcheon@gmail.com; www.anissapulcheon.com
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Why the Sun Rises
(by Nancy K. Jentsch)
Sun dawns edged with chrome-gold petals
against a dimpled sheet of azure.
Blooms whether night pillowed sleep
plush as plumes of budding heather
or dreams stabbed like angry talons
whether fox still prowls
or is already denned for the day.
Fueled by any sunrise
a day’s worth of lamps
guides our patient stitchwork
warms our humble fingers
as we darn and mend what’s frayed.

Wintry Night in the City
(by Lauri A. Aultman)
Last night was the night after the Wolf Moon.
As we stepped onto the path, He came out to greet us.
His face wasn’t clear, but we could tell He was looking over us.
The “Man in the Moon” took not a sideways glance at us.
No, His downward gaze never stopped.
We could see Him thru the barren tree branches.
We could see Him next to the church spire.
We could see His light illuminating the glistening snow.
Our words spoke of Him, His love, His grace.
Our steps in the cold were made warm.
One walk was not enough-First, at the park. Then, near the pretty houses:
Their Christmas lights, still bright on the last weekend of January.
Beth pointed out the darkened windows that scared her as a child.
We laughed remembering childhood fun and joked about camping in the snow.
As we turned onto my street, a dark silhouette moved across the street.
Then, another.
In the darkness, we could not see the police, but we saw their cars’ lights.
No sirens this time, just red and blue flashing lights.
We felt fear rise up in us.
What happened?
Is it another manhunt?
There is no car accident, no ambulance.
3

Just policewomen in the dark...searching...
We didn’t ask what they were looking for, but I checked my windows: nothing broken.
I looked at the tracks in the snow--cat tracks, bunny tracks, and my tracks.
No one else had been here.
I said a prayer for the police.
I said a prayer for whomever had called them.
I said a prayer for the mysterious person in the dark.
And then I thanked God that I was home safe.
I thanked God for the heat and light.
And I thanked God for the wintry walk in the city.
HE is in the stars, the moon, and in me.

We Voted for Love (Inauguration 2021)
(by Lauri A. Aultman)
We Voted for Love.
IT happened.
After Gore, After Hillary, I still sat in fear waiting for the news that I needed to move to Canada.
But there was no hanging chad, no difference between the Electoral College and Popular Vote
this time.
It was true that despite Covid, despite prejudice, despite chauvinism, despite bigotry, despite
misogyny, despite exhaustion, WE THE PEOPLE had Voted for LOVE.
Some argue, “He’s still from the swamp!”
They forget that you can live in a place and not be made of it.
Joe is not a swamp creature.
WOW, to hear the young girls say “She looks like me!”
About freaking time!!!
What joy to see HOPE alive again in people’s eyes.
I listen to my niece say “I could be President” and it does not sound fake anymore to say, “Of
course, you could, dear.”
I heard the glass ceiling shatter Wednesday.
For a “World Leader” our country sure takes its time catching up to others.
Strong women and sensitive men make this world better together:
TOGETHER.
TO GET HER
To Get HER to be the VP…was how many years in the making?
To Get HER to be respected by her peers and not harassed...well, it’s getting better.
To Get HER to be paid an equal wage and offered equal opportunity...we will get there some
day...
But not today....
Today we just celebrate LOVE!
LOVE over HATE.
I see hands of so many colors lifted in praise and celebration TOGETHER.
There is LOVE....And we know LOVE better now because we have seen Hate and we know how
Hate destroys us.
In LOVE, we listen.
In LOVE, we try to understand.
In LOVE, we honor our differences and see our similarities.
In LOVE, we will conquer Hate.
LOVE trumps Hate...
And we voted for LOVE.
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POEMS:

ELLEN AUSTIN-LI
Ellen Austin-Li is a poet published in Artemis, Thimble Literary Magazine, Writers
Tribe Review, The Maine Review, The New Verse News, Memoir Mixtapes,
Pine Mountain Sand & Gravel, and other places. Her chapbook, Firefly, was
published by Finishing Line Press in 2019, and a second one, Lockdown: Scenes
From Early in the Pandemic, is forthcoming in 2021. A recipient of the Martin B.
Bernstein Fellowship in Poetry, she is an MFA in Poetry candidate at the Solstice
Low-Residency Program. She lives in Cincinnati, OH, with her husband.
Contact: ellenaustinli.me

LAUREL CHAMBERS
Laurel Chambers is a former English teacher and active writer in the Cincinnati
community. She believes that in our hurried and booming world, poetry has the
power to help us slow down so that we can hear the words rising from our own
hearts as well as the hearts of others. Her first poetry chapbook Places in the
Mist will be coming out later this year.
Contact: ljmchambers@hotmail.com

DRAWING:

MATT ECKERLE
Matt Eckerle is a high school Art teacher in the Northern Kentucky area. He has
been blessed with the chance to exhibit his artwork in many locations around the
tri-state including The BLDG, Malton Gallery, MODO Yoga studios, and now with
SOS ART. Matt believes that the most important part of any piece of artwork is all
that is learned through the process of creating.
Contact: mgecke01@yahoo.com
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Brown Girl Dead

This City, These Riots
(June 6th, 2020)

(by Laurel Chambers)

(by Ellen Austin-Li)

(Inspired by the title of a poem written
by Countee Cullen)

-after the death of George Floyd
In 2001, my baby boy was just starting to sit up
when an unarmed nineteen-year-old Black son
was gunned down by Cincinnati Police
in Over the Rhine. His crime? Unpaid traffic fines.
Protests turned to riots for four nights,
but in the remove where I live,
the eerie quiet of curfew settled
over my safe house, my safe children.
I was new to the city then
and that much younger—the killing
of a young Black man twice
removed: I live in a White world,
I don’t worry about my now 19-year-old
tooling around town in his beat-up Subaru.
He won’t get shot by the police
if he reaches down to pull up his sweats
the way Timothy Thomas was. In this city,
I am learning. At an open mic, I heard
Sean read a poem titled “For a Minute,
I Forgot I was a Black Man.” He recited
the daily reminders: White people
crossing the street to the other side
at the sight of him, the woman who
hugged her purse closer when he stood
behind her at Starbucks. This gentle man
I had come to know. Such hurt,
always to be the suspect. Too many suffer
this damage and worse, their breath
the price for the color of their skin.
I hear the sirens wail every night
when the curfew begins and think about all
the Black mothers whose children were killed
since Timothy Thomas in 2001.
We decry the destruction
from riots in our cities, but I know
I would break more than windows
if an officer knelt on my son’s neck.
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It happens every few years.
An American princess is on the news.
Long straight locks of blonde or brown.
Pixie nose, creamy skin.
Smiling with straight suburban teeth.
She’s gone missing.
Was last seen jogging on a street,
walking on a beach, leaving the store.
Was supposed to be somewhere
at a certain time. Never came.
Never called. Not like her at all.
The hurt, the worry settles deep
making it hard for us to breathe.
A daughter, a sister, a girlfriend we see.
We pray, light candles, form search parties.
Paste her picture in a thousand places.
Reach out our hands to the grieving parents.
The mother and father who never sleep,
plead into the cameras every night.
Just bring her back, just bring her back.
The police work every single clue,
hoping to bring justice due.
But after days and months, sometimes years.
The truth comes in.
It is exactly what we feared.
There are vigils and holy words
that we offer for our dead girl.
But when a brown girl
was supposed to be somewhere
at a certain time. Never came.
Never called. Not like her at all.
Her story is never on the news.
Her picture never posted for us to view.
Maybe her family gets a word or two,
not on TV every night pleading for her life.
We’re never asked what we can do.
After days and months, sometimes years.
Her truth comes in.
But it is news we do not hear.
Someone, somewhere found
a brown girl dead.

Fourth of July 2020

Indian Day

(by Ellen Austin-Li)

(by Laurel Chambers)

Ask not
only the dead are truly free
much as we’d like to believe
we walk on hallowed ground, it’s hollow
beneath our feet, a drumbeat to an elegy.
In South Dakota, the Sioux were told
to go home when their old souls
owned the land where they stood.
We’re almost out of fireworks
as Americans set off man-made stars,
a makeshift heaven to overhang these days —
I suppose it’s better than lowering flags —
but the dogs howl and the wolves wait
in their dens. I sat under a drop leaf table
when JFK died, just five, too young
to understand, but old enough to sense the end
on the TV screen, the riderless horse and caisson
in black and white, the salute of a small
boy—the air hangs as heavy this July,
the heat a body in the trees, leaves lush
but still. Another lockdown is coming
as we go for the throat, we murder each other
with our greed. It’s always white
that kneels on black and brown. Please forgive me
for all the times I’ve looked away. I go back
to that day in the den and wonder if
that’s when the balloon floated from my hand.
There’s no table to hide beneath
now. Even if you’re white and refuse
to change. My arthritic grip grasps this thread.
I left Dealey Plaza behind, but the bullet lodged
in my head
what your country can do for you.

I hear Indian drums in the sky today.
The grey clouds are curled
like smoke floating across the sky.
Mother Earth aches for the touch
of moccasins brushing against her face
with gentle strokes, warm embrace.
Not the hard pound of boots on ground
or steel wheels rolling round and loud.

*Italicized words excerpted from JFK’s Inaugural
Address, Jan. 1961

I smell the Indian scent in the air today.
Jasmine is drifting in the breeze.
The wind from the North is clear
with gentle rain, fresh and pure.
The land bulges with fish and fur,
and pinion pines breathe sweet.
Nowhere is the fetid stench of greed,
needing to own everything it sees.
The Indian spirit is in my soul today.
The sky is full of red birds that rise.
Proud beasts thunder and roam.
Hunters bring the bounty home.
We sit together and share the fire.
We have all the things we desire
Not the endless labor of keeping score
or the unfathomable need for more.

POEMS:

CAROL BARRETT
Carol Barrett teaches doctoral students dedicated to social change at Union
Institute & University, based in Cincinnati. She has published two volumes of
poetry and one of creative nonfiction, Pansies, one of the first books in English
about the Apostolic Lutheran community, who are largely of Finnish descent.
Carol’s poems have been published in JAMA, Poetry International, Christian
Century, among others.
Contact: carol.barrett@myunion.edu

DRAWING:

JAY DEFAZIO
Jay DeFazio is a licensed art educator, artist, author, and trans activist from
Northern Kentucky. He serves as a board member for SOS ART and Arts
Must Win. His most recent project is Inside Out, a collection of self-portraits of
transgender individuals.
Contact: jay@insideout-transart.org; @jays_artstagram; insideout-transart.org
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Esther Counsels the Wife of a
Confederate General
When he’s gone, you conjure his breath
beside you in the dark, like moss
at the wellhouse where Gramps
taught you dominoes, the black and white
lined up and falling together,
where you drank lemonade
with cousins from Willow Creek.

I had such dreams, lambs bleating
in the countryside, stone walls overturned.
We hesitate for the years, your quilts
and sunbonnets, my palms of olive,
my train of feathered gold.
I passed as a Persian bride. You passed
as pure strain, no ants in the sugar.

I know. I do my own conjuring.
After the wedding feast, I tasted the tart
knowledge of chicory on his tongue,
so unlike the woolly incense
they steeped me in, soft smoke
circling long wraps at the waist,
mixing with my maidenhair.
After the wedding dance, they washed
your petticoats clean of the dark polish
that brightened his boots.

Tomorrow at your mirror when the day
goes dim, sparrows burrow in to dusk,
touch the fine hair at your temples
that wants to curl, no matter the long
straight strokes, your nanny’s bristle brush
trying to tame its sweet dark secret.

You recall such things, alone
on the path, flowers either side of the stone.
The blue. The gray. Honeysuckle climbs
the brush, both sides of the road,
twining its lush stranglehold.
Who can say what your roots oblige?
They did not name God in my story.
They name God both sides of yours.
Tonight in dreams you will watch
those boots kick bayonets in trenches,
Rolls of sweet hay barricading the barn,
chickens flapping with crippled wings.
When the new light saunters up the road
like a foolhardy friend, you go out
to still them, but all the eggs
are broken, each fresh sun
spilled in a yard of puddled yolks.

Then lift a child to your face, any child
with damp, warm brow. Ask yourself:
Could I be mother to more than mine,
sister even to a race of angels,
sleek black Seraphim
streaming over the relentless war,
the bleeding, all one color in the spill?
You choose, as I chose.
Under cover of dark you will saddle your dead
brother’s stallion and ride to camp,
the miles snapping like twigs
in the smell of muskets.
You will make your way in to his chambers.
You will count on this: only some mossy affection
when your hair was tousled and wet.
How do you tell your man he is wrong?
You weigh all the costs like flour,
turnips and chard trampled under hooves,
that child you once were kneeling beside the well
where the bucket now comes up crimson.
Finally, you ask what your own life
bears, place it in the balance.
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POEMS:

Question
for the person completely under cover, brown blanket in a wheel chair
on the corner of 27th and Highway 20 in Bend, Oregon, traffic still light
but picking up, body slumped forward, perhaps sleeping, hunched there
hours, having tried repeatedly to reach the WALK button the night before,
or perhaps no longer with us, your last breath consumed in the sole company
of brown cloak, holding the dwindling heat as few clouds skirt the blue
skies, few birds risk leaving the shelter of leaves, voices muted, waiting
for the breeze to dislodge their reverie. For what do you wait? I want to ask
are you OK? But do not wish to disturb, unless, of course, you need
assistance. If I pull over to park, come to your corner, will you answer,
if I speak? Will you undrape your head, or mumble without shifting?
Will you offer stoic silence? Will you resent this intrusion, well-meaning
concern, this violation of decorum, a body entitled to cover itself?
If you do not answer, should I touch your shoulder gingerly, or might that
startle you awake, quick to defend your territory from a stranger’s approach?
I do not think a gun lies in your lap, cocked and ready, but how could I know?
How many days and nights have you warded off some demon, even now
clutching with fierce grip? Should I call the police, report I have seen you
twice this morning while running errands, over an hour between sightings?
How long until a welfare check is warranted? If they ask if it’s an emergency,
what should I say? You are not blocking the sidewalk. Anyone could go
around you, ignore your heavy blanket, feet propped on regulation foot rests.
If they ask if you are creating a disturbance, I will say no, but would they
come quicker if I say yes? Would they send two officers instead of one?
Would they advise you to move along, city sidewalks not intended
for the practice of immobility, but for safe passage of pedestrians
who can afford to be out and about, who can, if need be, pay someone
to push a wheel chair out of the way of eavesdroppers on the corner
of 27th and Highway 20 on a Tuesday morning in Bend, Oregon. Are you
a young black male under hood, and what difference would that make?
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T. BARTLETT
T. Bartlett has had poetry published by The Voices Project, Kentucky State
Poetry Society’s journal Pegasus, and For a Better World 2020. In her spare
time, T. enjoys cooking, watching movies, and being with family and friends.
Contact: info@tanyabartlett.com; tanyabartlett.com

SARAH CAMPBELL
Sarah Campbell is an artist, poet, mother, and warehouse worker rooted in
Kentucky. She is cute, silly, faith-centered, and liable to big thinking; a ripened
fruit, a blossomed flower - emerged and looking for her lost tribe.
Contact: peace_b2u2003@yahoo.com

ANNE GERHARDT
Anne Gerhardt, a poet, artist and generally free thinker, spends much of her
creative time journaling and writing free form verse from her heart. She is 23 yo
and lives in Anderson Township but loves hanging out downtown and in OTR.
Contact: annegerhardt9@gmail.com

DRAWING:

LOUANN ELLIOTT
Louann Elliott is a graduate of the Art Academy of Cincinnati, with majors in
painting and printmaking. She loves the colors that painting allows and the
process of printmaking which incorporates the act of drawing, basic to all art.
Printmaking allows her to be more experimental. Even though embarrassed,
Louann feels a tingle of joy inside when people tell her they like her work.
Contact: lljope39@gmail.com
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Ode to Feminists

A Voice to Be Heard

(by T. Bartlett)

(by Anne Gerhardt)

To the generations of women so named
Wells, de Beauvoir, Wollstonecraft, and Truth,
and the leagues of legends who came before.
For the choices you made and the lives you gave,
we remember you and your legacies of lore.
But it isn’t enough to merely remember.
It’s inadequate to simply say thank you.
In order to honor your brave activism,
for the choices we have and the lives we live,
we push forward with continued mayhem.

Being beautiful is very powerful
for
women like us.
We all have a style.
You do not want anyone to judge your race.
We all need to have a voice to be heard
as a woman to women.
We all need to
have a voice
to rise.
We all have strength to speak from.

Live, Sarah

Awake

(by Sarah Campbell)

(by Sarah Campbell)

Life was breathed into you
so you could live it, not watch it.

I am the devouring vagina
Pleased but not satisfied
14 diamonds on each earlobe

If you claimed your power and purpose
the very air would part for you walking past.

My ovaries are cantaloupes
Soccer balls
Firing eggs left right left right

Valient never showed up; so what? You
cannot afford to wait for an awakening kiss.

I have extra teeth
All platinum
Grinding out prophesies

Every woman you admire looked no further
than her own selfness to move in the world.
Saints exist that the church never names.
Keep a solid center and eyes on Big MamaPapa.
Anxiety is not a brick wall. It seems rock-like
and is unpleasant, but you will go through it.

My grandmothers ate my grandfathers
I ate the grandmothers
Then laughed
My breasts do hang
Their sway can hypnotize
So look me in the eye

Rely on the women around you (alive
and not), their prayers for you, and their hearts.

God put so many folds in my brain
When it was finished
She rested

Art is its own justification. You know this!
So pick up your paintbrush. Pick. It. Up.
How will your daughters go forth without
hesitation if you continue to hold your breath?
17

POEMS:

ANDREA BECK
A Cincinnati native, Andrea Beck has a Ph.D. in English Rhetoric. When she isn’t
over-mothering her exceptional daughter, dogs, and husband, or working in the
family business, Andrea carves out time to write.
Contact: albeck32@gmail.com

MARK FLANIGAN
Mark Flanigan (Cincinnati, OH) is a poet, performer, columnist and writer of
fiction. After an 11 year run, his “Exiled” column is now archived at semantikon.
com and citybeat.com. His volume of poetry, Journeyman’s Lament, appeared in
the publication, Versus, and his free e-book, Minute Poems, is available online.
Contact: talkmule@hotmail.com

DEANNA HURTUBISE
Deanna Hurtubise is the author of 2 picture books, 4 historic fiction chapter
books for middle school readers, 2 memoirs and 1 short story. She taught high
school and college French for 25 years. She has 3 children and 8 grandchildren.
Contact: maddiesmeme@yahoo.com; deannahurtubise.com

DRAWING:

HOLLY KRISMANICK
Holly Krismanick is a Mental Health Therapist who works with children at Central
Clinic. She grew up in Sharonville, on the north side of Cincinnati, where her
family still resides. Holly lives with her husband, Jake, and enjoys gardening,
quilting, and playing the cello.
Contact: holly.krismanick@gmail.com
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The Yoga Teacher Said

The Secret to Flight

(by Andrea Beck)

(by Mark Flanigan)

“To Heal the World
We must peel away the unnecessary.”

We were hanging from the rafters. Looking
down,
I hesitated.

“Circular breath in and out, in and out, in and out.”
To release the unneeded but perhaps still wanted,
To embrace and endure the loss of the beloved and
Mourn the dead.

Sensing my fear, she said, “If you’re afraid of
falling,
you have a bad memory.”
Immediately, I recalled the tumbles of my
youth.
We kissed. Then, letting go,

“Hold your breath and feel your heart slow.”
Accept that relationships will end,
That habits must be broken, and
That there is no normal.

I flew.

“Fifteen more seconds, and inhale, hold!”
And reveal what is left behind.
To distill the action of listening,
Acknowledge your truth, my truth, their truth
Without reaction.
“Hold your hands, palms together by your heart.”
To heal the world
Is to give the gift of listening and
To hear what is left.
“Listen to your body, inhale.”

Peace in My Soul
(by Deanna Hurtubise)
Was there ever a time when you felt really strange,
When you wanted to run and you needed a change?
When the spirit within you seemed restless and wild,
Impatient to make you react like a child?
Was there ever a time when you wanted to scream
For somewhere on the way you’d lost sight of your dream?
When the problems piled up or life got you down
And it seemed so much harder to smile than to frown?
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Have you needed some peace in your soul?
When times can be hard, when money is tight,
When I worry and fret, “Will an end be in sight?”
I pray for the strength to look back and see
What lessons I learned from the hand dealt to me.
When I bury my pride by making amends,
One day at a time with support from new friends,
When I hold my first coin, a symbol of hope
And pray to stay strong, to focus, to cope,
I’m searching for peace in my soul.
When I look all around at a world wearing masks,
When I yearn for a hug, but do as they ask
And stay far apart; it’s the right thing to do,
And pray the dark skies will once more be blue.
When I try and I fail and I think, “What’s the use?”
When I look in the mirror and need an excuse,
Can I pick myself up and start once again?
I can if I truly believe You’re my friend.
I yearn for peace in my soul.
I’m afraid to admit when I’m feeling this way,
Sometimes I’m afraid I’ll forget how to pray,
I have to hang on, believing You’re there,
And know that You hear the clumsiest prayer.

POEMS:

DIANA BECKET
Diana Becket was born in Manchester, England, and lived for ten years in the
Netherlands before moving to Ohio. She began to write poetry when she retired
from teaching composition courses at the University of Cincinnati. She writes to
put into words concerns about issues that interfere with peaceful lives.
Contact: dianabecket@gmail.com

PHEBE BEISER
Phebe (Karen) Beiser is a former facilitator at Women Writing for (a) Change.
Retired years ago from the Public Library of Cincinnati. Special loves are poetry,
nature, dogs, and Eastern spirituality. A longtime feminist & lesbian activist since
the 1970s, Phebe co-founded the Ohio Lesbian Archives.
Contact: phebek108@gmail.com

Lord, please be the peace in my soul.

DRAWING:

PENELOPE SHELL
Penelope Shell is an artist and designer working out of Cincinnati, Ohio. In 2021,
she received her BFA from the University of Cincinnati, with a minor in both
Business of Fashion and Art History. She currently works as an art consultant for
interior designer firms and is an avid reader.
Contact: it.me.penelope@gmail.com; itsmepenelope.com
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Covid Labor Day

When I played paper dolls I placed
one girl on top of another.
Crawling in grass in the backyard
playing Army with my brothers,
I liked to sneak up on them and win.
Still, I wore dresses for Easter.

(by Diana Becket)
The dark holds us, masked, at the bus station,
obsessing signs that flash route information.
Thin shapes pace the sidewalk, held in check
but poised to board. A mother pulls family
together—includes a man using crutches:
a dignity of concentration on muscles
that won’t obey.
The bus swings a tight circle to our stopping space,
social distance holds us back: agreed isolation
in community. The driver’s eyes above her mask
transmit words lost in the muffling fabric,
seats are scored for spaced separation,
a couple salute a white-haired tattooed man
on the seat reserved for the elderly,
girls, dressed for holiday celebration,
find safe seats together.
The nurse exhausted by covid care falls asleep,
arms wrapped in bag straps. A server,
still dazed from a ninety degree
outdoor dining shift, leans his head
against the glass, eyes closed.
We move in unison with bus
patterns: brake—accelerate.

I read about a new book on tomboys.
Fascinated with wildfang, such a strong
term for a courageous being,
being, of course, women.
If only I’d heard this word in 4th grade,
my life could have been different.
I hitchhiked, took LSD—some would
maintain these were courageous.
But it wasn’t until twenty-one
that I came out.
I searched Google and found
Wildfang.com.
Fashion for feminists
breaking gender norms.
Shirts shouting wild feminist
and none of your business.
Not necessarily daring.
Besides most of the models
were young with only
one token elder.
When I think tomboy
it’s soccer star Megan Rapinoe
or singer KD Lang.
I conjure adventure and toughness.
Joan of Arc or witches
Marine fighter pilots
and women first in their field.
They don’t need shirts
proclaiming tomboy
or even feminist.
Neither do I.

Tomboy
(by Phebe Beiser)
Forty non-English languages
have their own word for tomboy.
(Wildfang – German)
I was not a tomboy but a good girl.
First born, grandma’s favorite
(going to be a teacher like her).
What were my choices back then?
Secretary, nurse, teacher.
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At the Women’s March

Waiting Lists

(by Diana Becket)

(by Diana Becket)
are long at the homeless shelter,
she’s dependent on providers who changed
the locks – came back to find her key
no longer fit,

feet walk in step
to chants bellowed
through a megaphone,
the words are a net
that holds us together

but she’s listed as a juvenile,
under parental protection –
not the shelter’s responsibility –
she can call back to check
if there is a vacancy,

in protest over loss
of women’s health
care checks, planning
for their families,
and post-domestic
violence support,

but that’s a risk of wasted phone minutes
she could use to find a job – a place
to stay, where she won’t be evicted
when they know her girlfriend
is her lover.

in protest that children
are exposed to gun
invasion, a generation
of trauma, deep rooted
nightmares of active
shooter drills,
words on our banners
link races and genders
in syncopated rhythm,
our feet don’t feel
frozen sidewalk
ice slush

POEMS:

ASHLEY BELL
Ashley Bell (they/them/theirs) studies psychology at Mount St. Joseph University.
After undergraduate, they will be attending graduate school to pursue a Psy.D
degree in order to begin practicing clinical therapy. They enjoy cooking and hiking
with their partner and dog.
Contact: ashley.bell@msj.edu

RICHARD L. WESTHEIMER
Richard L. Westheimer writes poetry to make sense of the world - which is made
easier by the company of his wife of 40 years, and the plot of land in Clermont
County Ohio they’ve worked together for all of those years.
Contact: dick@westheimers.net

DRAWING:

GRACE ECKERLE
Grace Eckerle is currently a freshman at Northern Kentucky University where she
is studying Visual Communications Design. Most of her artwork includes themes
of social justice and activism, as she feels she can use her art as
a catalyst for change.
Contact: eckerlegp@gmail.com
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Cause of Death
(by Richard L. Westheimer)
found together - blood puddling under
bruised cheeks. And Megan D. died alone
found in her car, bled out. Pat shot at home
sheltered in place we say, from behind

“April a deadly month for Cincinnati
women 6 fatally shot – and that’s more
than in all of 2019”
Headline, Cincinnati Enquirer,
April 24 print edition, above the fold.

our masks, which may as well be covering
our eyes. COVID has turned homes into
bearbaiting cages, locked from the outside
but this time, the bear is loose and the bait

I can relate to the man whose fury found
no door to slam, or if he did, behind it
he found a gun, and murdered Micaela.
On another man’s floor Bridgett and Tasia,

is chained by the leg. An old contagion
is afoot with no vaccine in sight.

The Neighbors
(by Ashley Bell)
Where do you think you’re going?
Stop running outside!
The blackness of the room is illuminated
by the moonlight peaking in through the open part of the blinds.
I sit up, listen closely.
The sounds are distorted, but the window is open
And although I can’t hear every word,
I can hear every ounce of pain they throw at each other.
No, stop screaming in the house. If you wake her up again,
I’m going to be pissed.
This happens often,
I’ve learned more about their problems
Than I ever would’ve expected.
I sit silently, waiting for them to finish.
She is yelling about bills and he is yelling about attitude.
Interesting how it always ends up being her fault.
Last week, it was him staying out late while
She took care of their sick four-month-old infant.
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You always do this and it’s fucking ridiculous.
You’re insane.

POEMS:

There it is. I knew it was coming.
She’s really going to lose it now.
If he thought she was mad before...

MATT BIRKENHAUER
Do NOT call me that.
I’ve told you a million times...

He begins yelling over her, clearly disregarding everything she says.
They get louder, and I am snapped out of it by
A gentle sound, and a light touch on my back.
I turn to see my lover
Sleepy and propped up on one arm.
She asks what I’m doing
And I tell her I am learning how not to communicate.

Matt Birkenhauer teaches English at Northern Kentucky University, with
an emphasis on Composition and Rhetoric. In addition to Pegasus, Matt’s
poetry has appeared in The Licking River Review, Trajectory: Writing That
Illuminates, Tobacco: A Literary Anthology, Words, Parody Poetry, For a Better
World, and other publications. In his free time, Matt likes to read, write poetry and
articles on pedagogy, and spend time with his family.
Contact: birkenhauerm@nku.edu

PAUL SHORTT
My cup runneth over in the age of I’ve
got mine
(by Richard L. Westheimer)
If anything, this latest rain has taught me
so long as my cistern is full and its walls tight,
drought is just fine with me. You, however, may be
screwed if yours is built on a fault line, if all
the water you’ve collected has leaked - through
cracks big enough for you to fall through.
And if your crops wither and your children
thirst, that will leave all the more rain for me
which, come to think of it, is as stupid as it sounds
for who will work my fields if you are
starved out. I guess I’ll have to give you a drop of
my water, which makes more sense to me than
helping you rebuild your cistern.

Theater set designer and teacher by trade, Paul Shortt spent 37 years at CCM,
and has to his credit 50+ productions at the Cincinnati Playhouse, 10+ at the
Cincinnati Opera, and many other companies, plus architecture, interior and
exterior design, and landscape projects, all near-by or far-flung. Paul turned to
creative poetry, short stories and plays a decade ago.
Contact: paulshortt1@hotmail.com; paulshorttdesign.com

DRAWING:

ANTHONY ACCROCCO
Anthony Accrocco is from Dayton, Ohio. He creates art because he enjoys
telling stories and evoking emotion. Although often laced with dark and macabre
imagery, the underlying goal of his work is to resonate messages of love and
empathy. Anthony hopes that when they see his artwork people experience
introspection that confronts their reality, ultimately leading them to a desire for
deeper understanding of one another.
Contact: a.accrocco@yahoo.com; @a.accrocco
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Love Gives –

Jimi Hendrix:
A Star-Spangled Banner

(by Paul Shortt)

(by Matt Birkenhauer)

We don’t stop hoping
We don’t stop praying
We don’t stop wishing
We don’t stop joy
Of words and music and song.

Woodstock, August 18, 1969
Yes Jimi your cacophony
still cuts deep in us
fifty years after your demise
No let’s not euphemize
after you choked to death
on your own upchuck

We don’t stop loving
We don’t stop longing
We don’t stop fearing.
We don’t stop crying,
Of suffering, of hope, of loss.
We don’t stop hearts.
And when one stops, many others
Keep beating.
And through all of this,
Life goes on and on and on.
A stream of singing and music and special words
Can instantly swell the heart – many hearts,
Even as that one, or the many,
Have stopped –
Each a world, crashed.
Emotions, like waves on the sand,
Crash in and flow out.
The sun shines on us
Until the night falls,
Until the sun rises again.
Beautiful words and pictures collected
Bring us joy in our different ways.
And joy’s light – on us and in us –
Shines, even when dark.
God Bless. Spirits Live.
Love Gives.
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But not before giving us
your musical tableaux
of Kent State, the death of Dream,
lysergic
acid, the Great Society turned shit
and the Star-Spangled Banner
choked from our fractured psyche
a rainy Monday morning at Woodstock.

Picture This -

Face down and face scraped
All to prevent his futile escape
While bearing alone their unbearable weight
The Force of a Law that wouldn’t wait

(by Paul Shortt)
Picture this picture
A large sea of crowd
Enraptured with passion
Hot voices aloud

I see final moments so cruelly spent
A Law unwilling to ever relent
Moving me to recall those slow-ticking
minutes
Of that slow-kicking sack
So far down in Georgia
So many years back

Within this emotion
The center of devotion
A dark distant figure
Oh Look!
It’s a nigger

No longer the rough rope
But a policeman’s bent knee
Him looking out at the camera
Looking straight out at me
Sitting there in the room
Watching Billy’s TV

I remember seeing that
Saying that
When I was six
And itching
To see my first
Lynching

The hand of the cop’s
So tucked in his pocket
So casual and confident
I turned away quick
But never forgot it

It was like a great sack
On a long awful rope
Twisted real tight
And knotted
On top
Tied tightly in back

My anger boiled over
As Billy looked on
His eyes opening wider
And he asked
Where is Mom?
So surprised, I asked, Why?

That’s me in the picture
The kid on the front
Smiling from Sunday’s paper
Enthralled with the
Stunt

She should come see this!
It’s too terrible
He choked
It’s making me cry
And I could see why

Today I’m watching TV
With my great grandson
Of some great commotion
Of crowd-scattered emotion
Of Negroes, or Blacks, or
African-Americans I’m told
(I can’t keep them straight
I’m getting too old)

And I wondered
The difference
And the indifference
Of the smug
And the glee
Between White folk
And Black folk

They talk and they yell
Let him go! – What the Hell?
I see trapped on the pavement
Practically under a car
A single Black man

POEMS:

BARBARA BONNEY
Barbara Bonney has been active in various local and regional poetry critique
groups, workshops, and readings. Working in libraries keeps words close.
Contact: bbbonney511@gmail.com

MARILYN KREBS
Marilyn Krebs resides in Mt. Washington and has retired from 27 years as an
Administrative Assistant at the UC College-Conservatory of Music (CCM). She
has a Bachelor and a Master’s degrees in Music Education from CCM. Until
this year Marilyn taught private piano and guitar lessons and preschool music.
The loss of her students during this pandemic has made sharing her poems that
much more important to her.
Contact: mikrebs@fuse.net

DRAWING:

HOLLAND DAVIDSON
Holland Davidson has exhibited her artworks both locally and
internationally since moving to Cincinnati in 1983. Her work is included in
many private and public collections.
Contact: holland.davidson@icloud.com

And between Billy
And me
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Photos
(by Barbara Bonney)
for Kez

carried, pointed, pulled
the trigger as easily
as scratching his nose,
changing the channel,
fired bullets into your leg
into your chest—
gone before your mother
reached the hospital
where she could not touch you
and disturb the evidence.

Snapshots: stack of laughing children
in Grandpa’s front yard—you, fourth up
out of five, your older cousins
the strong base. Cousins swing you,
jump with you into leaves. Arms pat
your head, drape around your shoulders
like the big brothers and sisters you crave.
Now your photo, name,
in newspapers
calling you a man
who met with somebody
who concealed,

We, too, ache to pull you close
across lost years, know you always belong
in our stack of laughing cousins.

Soft Targets
(by Marilyn Krebs)
(August 2019)
Breaking news: 2 mass shootings in 24 hours: 22 dead and 22 injured in El Paso, 9 dead and
27 injured in Dayton, OH. Texan shooter didn’t like the immigrants shopping at the Walmart and
participated in a white supremacist website. Ohio shooter killed his own sister in the 30 second
melee. Both used high powered weapons. Only quick police action stopped the violence.
We cannot forgive, no we cannot forgive the shooters who have killed.
The innocent young and the caring adults whose voices have been stilled.
Killed for no reason as if hunting season or some kind of hateful revenge.
All of our prayers and political posturing will not see this violence end.
TAKE AWAY THE GUNS
Oh, but I need my gun to defend myself in case I should be next.
Oh, but I only like to collect them or use them for hunting, some protest.
Oh, but our country was founded on the freedom to bear arms, my 2nd amendment right.
But who can defend us against ourselves when depression clouds our sight?
TAKE AWAY THE GUNS
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We need a mother’s caring and a father’s serene strong hand.
To say: “OK this is enough! This violence must end!”
No more guns for the few, to insure the peace for all.
This is the message that rings most true despite its “Big Brother” call.
TAKE AWAY THE GUNS
Both of these weapons were purchased online in the legal way.
No supervision, no background check, as long as they can pay.
High powered weapons for no other purpose than to aid in a killing spree.
Used by cowards in stores and night spots where people should be free.
PLEASE, PLEASE.
TAKE AWAY THE GUNS

Take a Knee with Me

POEMS:

HOLLY BRIANS RAGUSA
Holly Brians Ragusa (she/her/hers) poet, author, family ringleader, querent of life,
sees reason in the senseless, writes to better map it, holds hope in kindness,
dips into the sauce of life... Her poetry was selected in the national Jessie Butler
Women’s Poetry Contest June 2020, and the anthology She Speaks Up!. Holly
has published Op-Eds in the Cincinnati Enquirer and poetry in Tiny Seeds
Journal (Aug 2020) and La Piccioletta Barca (2020), among others.
Contact: hbragusa.com; @hbrag

(by Marilyn Krebs)

MARY-JANE NEWBORN

(Ballad of Summer 2020)
How can I rejoice when my brother has no voice,
When a man is condemned by the color of his skin?
In the heat of the summer day the sidewalk came alive with protestors
Over the death of a black man by police brutality.
After months of lockdown, loss of work, loss of movement,
People wanted an enemy they could see.
That enemy was the police: the suffocating, kneeling on your neck,
Handcuffing, pepper spraying, police.
This was the cell phone picture that would ignite the fury of a
Despairing nation, who couldn’t breathe.
No one could see the invisible virus spread by the unmasked rioters
But they came in one voice to be heard.
No one could see the decent policemen or the struggling shop owners
Victimized now.
On a weekend of beautiful weather, permission was given to go out
With a request for social distance.
But in the heat of the night, the energy increased past curfew
And the destruction and looting began.
The next day as people cleaned up the broken glass and graffiti,
There came a plea: “Take a knee with me.”
Let us speak with one voice. Let us learn how to change the inequality,
Take a knee with me, Take a knee with me now!
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Mary-Jane Newborn is a native Cincinnatian who practices and promotes
liberation veganism, volunteering for VeganEarth. Certified by Hamilton County
Environmental Services as a Master Recycler, she also maintains a registered
Little Free Library, practices extreme composting, and her yard is a National
Wildlife Federation Certified Natural Wildlife Habitat. A Reiki Master, Mary-Jane
has also done stand-up comedy and modeled for 26 years for art classes.
Contact: newbornmaryjane@gmail.com

DRAWING:

MATT KISH
Matt Kish is a librarian and a self-taught artist living near Dayton, Ohio. He has
illustrated every page of the classic novels Moby-Dick and Heart of Darkness and
continues to draw every single day.
Contact: mattkish87@gmail.com; matt-kish.com
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Graveyard

We’re Melding… Melding!

(by Holly Brians Ragusa)

(by Mary-Jane Newborn)

The sea, that graveyard for dreams,
and dwelling of deeper life
Roars in our ears the swells, the crests of our hearts.
We live. We fight to stay alive. We die.
Greater visions have swayed us beneath sylvan mast
cut or carved we aren’t saved
Those yellowing fields follow us home, seasoned.
A radiant sun rises and sets on our seconds
Linked, bound, distinctive cells in a body
attempting to straighten a circle
Antagonists in our own stories, chained.
For only when each link welcomes the bird to alight
Ardent in action to further its soar
only then will the world know peace

Supremacisms dissolve
when all people join virtual hands,
embracing this blue green precious jewel,
and we know we contain multitudes
of species within us,
and are within myriad species
around us,
and we let lions and lambs alike
alone to lie unmolested,
receiving all we need
from the abundance that is,
no more, no less,
and everything that passes through
our hands and ourselves
continues to be useful to life,
and everyone does what they love,
and shares in doing what must be done
that no one can do alone.

Spin
(by Holly Brians Ragusa)
For a better world to stand we must first sit
Gathered
Around what is broken
Take apart the engine and put it back together
Grease the gears
Clean the glass
Until the road can be seen clearly we won’t arrive
Let us sit
Light the fire
Wake the elders,
Hear wisdom lost, called
Follow the peacemakers, felled
Weighted words speak full volumes
Reveal
Stories lost and gained, lessons strung taught
On this spidery web, holes torn by morning light
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Broken souls pillage the truth to suck on justice
Mend
Ancestral rifts between us
Open spaces filled with promises and plaster
Float our failures
Dig the wells
Springs won’t quench without roots to surface
Let us step
Feet first in
Spread the mess,
Feel for the words, lost
Allow for the bridge to be, built
We cannot cross rivers without pillars
Upright
Not only the sun can cut us through darkness
Any light is precious when the moon hides new

POEMS:

ELLA CATHER-DAVIS
Ella Cather-Davis is retired with her husband of 50+ years. She writes poetry,
essays and children’s stories. She holds an Associates of Arts degree in English
Literature from UC. Ella is a member of the Greater Cincinnati Writer’s League
and the Ohio Poetry Association. Her written work has been published in a
number of books, anthologies and newspapers. She has given over singing in
major choruses in the area to helping others sing via volunteer work.
Contact: mikenella45@gmail.com

All skins walk the Earth worthy, warm hearts
Believe

MANDIE N. PERDIKAKIS

This gloom we deserve,
Lingers only until dawn rises on what’s left
Shine a light
Lend a hand
Prayers alone won’t make us worth praying for
Unheard
Truth sings
Quiet at first
Ringing dissonant
Ears have yet to know
The rapturous tonic in that music
For the world to rest in peace we must not
Rest
Miles to go, all feet must forge steepness
Eyes wide to see blocked roads ahead

Mandie N. Perdikakis, a native to Cincinnati, lived in its neighborhoods
throughout childhood and adolescence. She earned a BS degree in Fashion
Design from UC/DAAP and worked for 20 years in the fashion business in LA and
NYC. In 2016, she retired from fashion and became certified to teach Vinyasa
Krama yoga; also joined her family’s consulting and staffing firm.
Mandie is a novice wordsmith who returned to live in Cincinnati in 2019.
Contact: mandie126@me.com

DRAWING:

ALICIA LITTLE

For a better world to turn we must first spin
Together

Alicia Little received an MFA from Ohio State University in 2018 and BFA from
the Art Academy of Cincinnati in 2013. She has been awarded several grants for
travel and research and was an artist in residence at Vermont Studio Center in
2018. Recent exhibitions include Alternate Projects (Cinicinnati), The Carnegie
(Covington), Urban Arts Space (Columbus), the Neon Heater (Findlay)... Alicia
currently teaches in Art Foundations at Virginia Commonwealth University in
Richmond, Virginia and lives and works in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Contact: alicialittle.info
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Lest We Forget
(by Ella Cather-Davis)
In the Washington DC Holocaust Memorial Museum
I picked up a remembrance card, it read:
Eva Braun Levine, born July 6, 1916 in Lodz, Poland,
second daughter of five children born to Jewish parents.
Her Father, in real estate, was doing very well.
Eva finished high school and worked for her father.
She studied History at the local University.
In 1939 Eva married her boyfriend Herman.
Then the Gestapo came demanding money.
They demanded her Father’s valuable rugs.
The maid had already taken them.
Herman and Eva went to the Ghetto of Piotrkow.
For three years she, her mother and sister worked
In the Ghetto there. Shortly after,
the women were deported to Ravensbrueck,
a concentration camp. The allies invaded Germany
and the camp was evacuated to Bergen-Belsen camp.
Eva did back breaking work there, injuring her spine.
At last she was liberated by the British Allies in 1945.
She then moved to the United States in 1950.
As I read this card on my nightstand, in remembrance,
I often think of Eva, unlike the other Eva Braun,
mistress of Adolph Hitler, Eva Braun Levine lived.
I hope you had some happiness Eva maybe children.
I hope you found some peace and purpose.
Goodnight Eva Braun Levine, just remembering you.
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Strings

This Lifetime

(by Ella Cather-Davis)

(by Mandie N. Perdikakis)

“Listen to the whisperings” - Steve Jobs
Just beneath the lunch din in this great hall,
I hear a rhythmic tone pulsing two pitches
alternating major then minor, less than a whisper.
Intrigued, I strain further to hear the sound of
these subliminal strings no one else appears to hear.
Incredulous, I wonder if this is a parallel dimension,
another hall, perhaps another me - a different me.
My eyes pan upward, sun filters through the atrium
glass ceiling, dust particles whirl revealed by the light.
Who is to say that these are not each a tiny universe,
with yet more strings. Perhaps I exist also in the dust
particles, or maybe in those of an asteroid or comet.
Perhaps I live somewhere as a disembodied string.
It is heady listening to this tiny concert of strings, watching
dancing swirling dust in the morning light with cacophony
then strings only I can hear. How fine it is to be alive, and
grateful for the gift, I hum along.
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Opening the aperture to the lens of life in all of
its lifetimes, lifelines, timelines, timeframes
Carefully constructing an understanding
of our lives frame by frame
Focusing a camera-eye
on the mind’s eye
with all of its
mind games
monkey
mind
bear
in
mind
each
frame
of mind
Deliberately zeroing in to find
peace of mind time
after time which springs
to mind the concept of time
Always a keen eye on keeping time
whether it’s turned around upside down
in a whirlwind or tailspin bringing to light
the fluctuations of mind moment to moment
Morning alarm blaring in wee hours forewarning the dawning of morn
Cathedral bells chasing time echoing on the hour
Chimes mellowing the moment with fleeting gusts of wind
Metal rings creating quiet percussion
natural sedative for this mind
Vibration notifications on the wrist
fifty minutes past the hour
Awakening from final rest by the deep-toned gong rooted in power
Humankind, don’t undermine the power of mastering the mind
Resonate. Reverberate. The resounding mind; The pulse of time; Throughout this lifetime
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POEMS:

VICKIE CIMPRICH
Vickie Cimprich lives in Northern Kentucky. She has two published books, one
about Pleasant Hill, KY Shakers and the other about life in and near Contrary
Creek in the KY mountains.
Contact: vjc1@zoomtown.com

STEVE FREY
Steve Frey, a native of North College Hill, was a teacher and school principal for
37 years. He is currently CEO of Ascendant Educational Services, a writer, and a
photographer. In addition to poetry, he writes short stories and has been a regular
columnist for several different newspapers.

Contact: stevefrey2@gmail.com

DRAWING:

FARRON ALLEN
Farron Allen retired after teaching the Sculpture Foundry Program for 32 years at
the University of Cincinnati. He continues to write and work on mixed
media projects.
Contact: farronallen123@gmail.com
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Guadalupe Lauds, 12/12/20

Turn away those refugees;
We don’t want them here.
They’re different and they’ll steal our jobs,
They holler through their fear.

(by Vickie Cimprich)
The Lord loves the gates or scrub
of any place his mother’s feet might touch.
Tepeyac is one. Two Indians,
she and Juan, met there.

Crucify that gay pair,
And blame the God above.
They can never marry,
Or choose the one they love.

Today’s the day for them and us
to be the great signs, all our faces’
many lovely colors
imprinted on the tilma.

Love your neighbor as yourself,
The sisters used to say.
Treat others as you want to be,
It is the Christian way.
Twenty children and six adults
Are shot one winter’s day,
But nothing can stop the slaughter,
NRA members say.

Lost Souls
(by Steve Frey)

They’ve got to cut that health care;
Send millions to their deaths.
And only the lazy get welfare;
They don’t deserve those checks.

Love your neighbor as yourself,
The sisters used to say.
Treat others as you want to be,
It is the Christian way.

Love your neighbor as yourself,
The sisters used to say.
Treat others as you want to be,
It is the Christian way.

But then there were the hoses,
And dogs attacking blacks.
The lynchings and the church’s blaze;
Those weren’t Christian acts.

The Mexicans are rapists,
They’ll murder you some day.
All Muslims want to kill you,
There’s no way they can stay.

Policemen chase an unarmed man;
Ten bullets pierce his back.
The same scene happens over again,
The victims always black.

The righteous claim the high ground;
They’re Christian to the core.
But where the rubber meets the road,
They’ll hang with old Judge Moore.

Some players kneel to protest;
The leader fumes and screams,
“Fire those sons of bitches!”
It’s the flag, not black kids’ dreams.

Love your neighbor as yourself,
The sisters used to say.
Treat others as you want to be,
It is the Christian way.

Love your neighbor as yourself,
The sisters used to say.
Treat others as you want to be,
It is the Christian way.

Day by day to live a lie,
And claim to love the Lord,
When words are words and actions say
Some aren’t Christian anymore.

They said that mass destruction,
Was hidden in the sand.
Thousands died because of lies,
And delusions of old men.
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Paysage Pandemique
(by Vickie Cimprich)

POEMS:

No particular morning in the plein air
of your porch, our distancing felt safe.
Full burqas could not have covered better
than our masks any threat
neither of us intended.

JOHN CRUZE & SUZANNE GLADE
John Cruze is a local poet. Suzanne Glade is a Chicago poet. In 2020 they
began a “call and response” poetry project. The poems Adverse Possession
and Spinning on the Foundation grew out of that collaboration and speak to the
themes of Peace and Justice in our times.

Once women in monasteries like ours
framed their faces in starched white shells.
No turtle was fooled.
For some decades, my braid
hung below my waist. No handsome prince
mistook me for Rapunzel.

Contact: cruzelegal@comcast.net; suzglade@gmail.com

MARY NEMETH

Nearby here, now,
a swath of clear-cut hillside opens
to the river below and to a view
of the oil tanks and parkway
the trees and scrub used to mask.

Mary Nemeth writes about what claws at her brain, fills her sleepless nights,
encompasses her thoughts. These past few years have given her much to
ruminate about, and her writing about those worrisome events helps banish them
from her conscience.
Contact: ohgypsy@aol.com; maryhnemeth.com

DRAWING:

NATALIE BRAUN
Natalie Braun is currently a freelance artist and recent graduate from MICA,
concentrating in ux design, with a previous focus in fine arts during her undergrad
studies at Xavier. Her art consists of Realism, expressionism, landscapes,
and genre illustrations. Her illustrations depict diversity, equality, peace,
environmental awareness and address social issues surrounding those topics.
Contact: natalie.h.braun@gmail.com; nataliehbraun.wix.com/the-artist
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Poem I .
Adverse
Possession

Poem II*.
Spinning on the
Foundation

(by John Cruze)

(by Suzanne Glade)

She’s been up all night.
So has the baby.
Inconsolable, crying,
beside themselves.

I don’t know
my own house
Like a drunk
believing the myth
I lie prone
with one foot on the floor
to stop the spinning
the chaos

In the yard next door,
the dogs just keep barking.
Man’s ancient bond
devolved to pack.
High Sherriff on the scene.
Responding instinctively,
first, last and always
to the Flag Boys
like they were his own.
Open and notorious,
cocksure as gang rape.
Devoted as demons,
burning at both ends
the rule of law.
Leaving only survival.
armed to the teeth
against need.
America
white as salt in the wound
white as fear
in a twisted sheet
torn from a bed
that knows no rest.

The distorted face
bare
pressed against the
outside of the window
salt at the ready
to pour in wounds
inflicted
on those who
dare to be
less white
History formerly bleached
delivered by an eyedropper
landslides now
dirt roots debris
of lives
foundation exposed
White
newly aware
yet powerless
to keep the house
from spinning

An American Tragedy
(by Mary Nemeth)
Bystanders watch
In utter horror,
Phones recording
As a black man dies
Under the knee
Of white police,
A policeman who
Pronounced himself
Both judge and jury.
“I can’t breathe!”
“Black lives matter.”
Chant the crowd.
“Racism is a pandemic!”
— Protester
Protesters March,
Ebony and ivory,
Arm in arm.
Leaders and clergy
Urge unity, discipline,
And solidarity.
But, anger breeds distrust,
Distrust spawns frustration,
Frustration generates action.
“A riot is the language
of the unheard”
—Martin Luther King
So, Molotov cocktails,
Rocks and bricks are thrown,
Windows splinter and shatter,

One person
at a time
pushing back
justice
is just this
*Poem II, response to
Poem I
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Looters grab and scatter.
Lawlessness, chaos prevails
As peace morphs into riots.

“When the looting starts,
the shooting starts.”
—POTUS 45
Smoke bombs, tear gas
And pepper spray
Fog the atmosphere.
Marchers disperse,
Then quickly regroup,
Insistent on being heard.
Flames leap and burn
From Minneapolis to DC,
From Louisville to Atlanta.
A black man
Dies under the knee
Of white police.

The Emperor Has No Clothes
(by Mary Nemeth)
He’s abruptly exhibited his naked self
For all, everyone, everyone to see.
He’s removed the rose-colored glasses,
from those who cowered behind them,
Who chose to honor, to worship
Him as their self-appointed king.
Those who long recognized the real him though,
Those who witnessed, listened, learned,
Then disallowed his flaming rhetoric,
Who for months and years, saw his actions,
And words for what they were—self-serving rubbish,
Meant to boost his ego and incite his loyal followers.
His recent baring of his buck-naked, saggy self,
Letting us glimpse the rotten soul within,
Was not a choice, but a massive miscalculation.
Those thousands in his kingdom
Whose eyes were newly opened
Are now examining and questioning
Their earlier views, beliefs, and actions.

POEMS:

GARY GAFFNEY
Gary Gaffney was born in New Orleans, LA and is currently Professor Emeritus,
Art Academy of Cincinnati. He is a visual artist, writer, poet and teacher.
Contact: ggaffney@artacademy.edu; garygaffneyfineart.com

CAROL FEISER LAQUE
Carol Feiser Laque’s most recent collection of poetry a prisoner of the Light will
be published summer of 2021. Carol has become a Queen City woman with
Windy City blood. She sends greetings from Chicago and love to Cincy.
Contact: carolfeiserlaque@icloud.com

Those thousands in his kingdom
Who are still wearing their tainted, tinted glasses,
However, are firm in their beliefs that their Emperor
Is gloriously and elegantly clothed
In his gilded robes and ruby crown.
By dropping his boxers, he shocked the world
Even though most had long recognized
The him that was barely camouflaged.

DRAWING:

L.D. NEHLS
L.D. Nehls is an artist living and working in Cincinnati, OH.
Contact: lindsayrps@gmail.com; ldnehls.com
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Justice

The Pandemic — I am Five

(by Gary Gaffney)

(by Carol Feiser Laque)

Plant justice in good soil
With light, plenty of light
And someone vigilant
For the watering
Hack it down
Justice sprouts more vital

I forever count my toes
And fingers dizzy from
Different answers. I sit
Under the Sunday dining room
Table and listen.

In the abstract, justice
Is a godly thing
In the world, no magical powers
Like God, it’s useless
Unless it lives in us
For wanting it is not enough
Justice is a word with muscle
Though simply flexing is no answer
We test its mettle
In the court, the church, the home
The human heart is
Surely where it’s birthed
Justice as a woman stands atop it all
Upright for the idea
We want to believe in
Put her in the courts and legislative
chambers
Blindfold off
So she can stare them in the eye

Grandpa Teddy says nothing — just smokes.
Loretta and Jim sparkle and sob
With fear over pandemic protocols.
These words sound like cool water rushing.
Everything has new names, new tests.
I hold my stone in my warm hand.
My parents say nothing — while Aunt
Dotty and Uncle Don argue politics.
Do thumbs count as fingers?
The world as we know it is
Changed forever. My grandmother
Is covering the table with food
She has cooked. I love her the best.
I know I must try to understand
My numbers. Maybe then I
Will learn to count to Death.

Who shouts the name of Justice
Or takes a blow for it
Is justice mine or ours
Who is the sentinel
Believing it’s in the human us
So deep, so right, so true
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The Blame Game
In that museum a slave shack was rebuilt
board by board.

(by Carol Feiser Laque)
Begin with hatred, self-righteousness,
a simplistic narrative, and pointed
fingers swinging every which way. The body count.
Continue easy, reductivism, and cruelty
to play “get the guest” as though one
person fits all. Justice is not blind but bought and
sold.

The easy goal is to point and set that blaming
finger on fire and destroy a cause
as if only one cause existed. History
knows shame. Is Justice innocent or a parking
space?
We are guilty of silence, fear, being
intimidating, being intimidated. Dissenters
destroy by silencing their own voice.
History knows innocence and calls it Just so.

28 countries carried out the
Holocaust: that pointed finger, so simple,
Easy, blameful, “final.”

Dissenters are destroyed by bullies.
We are in the midst of an uncivil
war, and self-reprisal
has a green light, random senselessness.

At the same time now, the cancer of
Hatred crescendos in Chicago — includes all
of those pointed fingers ranting.
Our Babies are shot and die
taking our future with them.

Shoot and loot, stun and run grows
day and night, a metallic, squawking,
fleshy sacrifice. Our leaders don’t.

Suddenly a “final solution” 6 million
Jews destroyed — only to arise from the
dust and rebuild.

Hatred is a conflagration; the tear
down statues in a hate and blame
game includes the elected and
appointed official leaders of the land and is
an auto-da-fe’. The Lottery gone wild.

Who are the invisible —
the silenced, the wounded, the shackled?
Have we ever heard of Plantation Politics?
How many millions? How many slave ships?
How many Black lives? How many sharks?

Our compass of directions, of
morality is spinning. Who are we?
Tempest-tossed and lost. The silence
and the sirens both deafen me.

What do we study and learn about
Victims and victimology?

This Blame Game is easy, painful, and
Self-righteous. How can the Parties
Politic engage in warfare in absentia?
Have we ever lived Plantation Politics?

The Jews are a candle in the cave.
All hate seems directionless.
The Jews left Auschwitz standing. “Work
will set you free.” Never destroy
history. You may forget it. You may repeat
it. Remember.

Prayers for peace, reconciliation is
our legacy from Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Respect the Man. Respect the Word.
Who would unknowingly cover his statue
with graffiti before tearing it down?

I know of one slave shack in the
“National Underground Railroad Freedom
Center” in Cincinnati, Ohio. That museum was
built to “abolish human enslavement
and secure freedom for all people.”
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Evil resides in the heart of every
human being and belongs to everyone,
to anyone, to you, to me. What is our Legacy?

POEMS:

BRIAN GARRY
Brian Garry is a Civic Leader in Cincinnati. He works to protect the most
vulnerable in lower-income communities from homelessness, gun violence and
displacement. Brian attended Xavier University, UC and NKU where he studied
Theology, Fine Arts, Painting and Music Composition.
He is running for Cincinnati City Council.

Contact: briangarry@briangarry.com

BLANCHE SAFFRON KABENGELE
Blanche Saffron Kabengele, PhD is the author of African and African American
Conjugal Relationships: A Sociocultural Analysis (Mellon Publishers, 2016),
and Quiet as It’s Kept, Me Too, and Other Poetic Expressions of Life! (Xlibris
Publishers, 2018). A Cincinnati native, Blanche grew up in the West End,
and is now retired.
Contact: blkabengele@gmail.com

DRAWING:

GABRIELLE SIEKMAN
Gabrielle Siekman is an emerging artist who uses her work to call attention
to various environmental and cultural issues. She received her BFA degree
in Painting from NKU and has since been using her art to encourage positive
change, expose the negative aspects of our way of life, and shine a light on the
best things in life such as family, friends and nature. Gabrielle has been part of
several indoor and outdoor murals around Northern Kentucky, and also created
works for the documentary, “Mourning the Creation of Racial Categories.”
Contact: gabrielle.siekman.art@outlook.com
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too few

to notice, colored girl, her,
no capital letter,

(by Blanche Saffron Kabengele)

necessary?

the pangs of living bring forth
realities of fickle difference,
romanced by disparities
within a system entombed
in a sphinx of variance,

Grown up way past
him, them, her,
who?
Insisted was their right
to insult her—so in doing in the end,

where,
many rich folks climb mountains,
reach out to catch the best wave,
the best mountain side to embrace,
seeking passion forevermore,

them.
Rules pale in comparison
white die back,

where,

to black!

too many poor folks’ obsession subsists
unearthing ways, treading
the depths of inequality drowning
like water boarding, evermore,
where,

Functions for, to so many
of them lie, while
searching.
Ignorance hails sturdy
advocates blinded,

living day-to-day
means simply,
just, trying,
to stay,
alive!

by and bye.
The company of beauty,
where rainbows,
like birds,

Dis This

fly high,
truly abound.

(by Blanche Saffron Kabengele)
Color her washed way too many times, dust
rag of a dress mess,
so they said.
Way too unimportant, enough,
to even look up, or down,
at,
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Cameron Franklin
(by Brian Garry)
Beautiful smile.
Full of dreams.
He wanted to be a fireman.

POEMS:

5 years old.
He had his own yellow fire suit.
He wanted to save lives.
But the micro pond he was born in was poisoned by inequality.
The same opportunities denied.
Puddle next door was glistening. Teaming with life and sunshine.
His pond, muddy and dark.
How could he thrive, achieve his dream?
Mom said,
Let’s clean the pond. Fight against the odds.
Cameron Franklin deserved better from the world.
He should have been a fireman.
Instead, after 14 years in the pond in Price Hill Cincinnati.
Someone fired at his head.
He died in his friend’s arms.
The firemen came, but it was too late. They couldn’t save his life.
But we can save the next.
We can be like firemen, we can save lives but we must clean the pond.
Maybe Cameron will save lives after all.

DIANE GERMAINE
Diane Germaine, a writer/choreographer/photographer, has published in
For a Better World, Chronogram Magazine, A Few Good Words, OhioDance
Newsletter, and for Overseas Adventure Travel. She has read work in Woodstock
(NY) and at various venues in Cincinnati. Named one of “8 to watch” by
Cincinnati Enquirer, she is an English Honors graduate of Performing Arts High
School (NYC). Diane was Principal Soloist of Paul Sanasardo Dance Company
(NYC), received acclaim for many roles including as poet Anne Sexton in A
Consort for Dancers, was awarded many fellowships and grants, has premiered
over 20 dance works in Cincinnati and has contributed photographs to exhibits
and to videos for productions.
Contact: dgermaine.writer@gmail.com

DRAWING:

MICHAEL ROMANOS
Michael Romanos is an architect, city planner and economist with a Ph.D.
in Regional Economics from Cornell University. A university professor for
forty years, he retired from the University of Cincinnati a few years ago. In
addition to his teaching, he has served as an advisor for local and national
governments in the United States, Asia, Europe and South America. Now a
UC professor emeritus, he still conducts research on issues of poverty and
community development, supervises student research, and publishes on
economic and social development issues. In his free time, he draws, paints and
turns bowls and vessels out of discarded wood.
Contact: michalisromanos@gmail.com
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Aka Gordon Rose
that hall of mirrors spewing
my image over and over
on pillar after pillar.

You had to be careful what
you blurted on the black
party lines - not every
neighbor was your friend
and I had just lost mine –
she was not allowed to play
with me anymore. No more
Oreos, fist fights, bloody noses,
hide-and-seek in the grand lobby.

I‘d take the long way home,
walk out to Gerard Ave,
trudge the block to 159th,
turn to head uphill toward
the park, cross over,
avoid Moms rocking baby
carriages - their older kids
shrieking as they rolled
down the asphalt.

It was the early Fifties and
the FBI had come to finger
my best friend’s Dad, threatened
loss of his job at the US Gov’t
Post Office unless he agreed
to manufacture information
and spy on Gordon Rose,
give him up to HUAC.*

I didn’t want any who might
know me to call out, ask,
Where’s your brother these days?
Is your Dad doing okay?
How’s Mom?
I marched past the Court House,
uphill to Grand Concourse,
raced over to Plaza Hotel,
peeked into the marble lobby,
head downhill to the train
yards, the coming and going.
But it was always desolate
and I’d get nervous about
strangers, so I’d continue on
toward Morris Avenue, and
soon the library would appear that quietness I could handle.

“You’ve Got To Be Carefully
Taught,”** played daily on our
turntable, and Gordon Rose,
nee, my Dad, nightly crooned
“Some Enchanted Evening”
while ambling down the block
at 6:00pm.
I remember clandestine meetings
in the building’s basement and
Lenin and Trotsky literature
hidden behind novels in the
living room bookcases, along
with “The Testament of...”***
just visible.

Up to the 3rd floor I’d bound
to the children’s stacks,
bury my face in picture books,
gather as many as I could carry,
and weighed down I’d juggle
home, surround myself in bed,
not think about my lost friend.

I was seven when we moved
away. At eight, I trudged back
to find my friend, leaned against
her door, listened to laughter
deep within. Her new friends our old secondary friends were inside with her. But I
was out there in the empty
hallway. Always empty.
All doors closed I’d back away,
tiptoe down to the grand lobby –
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I had books. And I still had
“South Pacific,” “The Talking Union,”
Pete Seeger, “Kisses Sweeter
Than Wine,” whistling, pancakes
for breakfast, and a companion,
often, on the way downtown Gordon Rose, aka Al Germain,
nee my Dad.

Only the Righteous Get
Wings

He gave his life to the war effort
riveting sheet metal over asbestos 50 years of creeping Mesothelioma
was compensation.He passed away
in 1998 – is no more;
He gave his life so an asbestos lawsuit
could provide for his family…but then
be stolen by the bank failures of 2008.
Only the grifters are allowed to make back
losses. No penalties. No accountability.
Same in 2008. Same in 2020.
And there was Gordon Rose,
kind, generous, who would leave
multiple quarters in his pockets for me
to find and never let on he knew I took them.

Your sour direct gaze
as if you sucked on limes,
unblinking glassy stare
like counting up your dimes,

And that clever little Russian
is far brighter than you are,
beware Putin my dear Kushner
as, he wants America.

You’re just a spoiled little rich boy
just like your in-law Trump,
you’re another crafty know-it-all
just like the Humpty Dump.

What’s with you dear Jared,
best let go Ivanka’s lair,
run the hell out of that house
and standup, do declare,
This was not me; I’ve not been me.
I’m better than this is….
The Trump regime was fully fucked;
it’s time to save our kids.

And all your GOP cohorts,
arms dangling by their sides,
fall in line behind Trump’s butt
not acknowledging the tides

Alfred Germain - if you needed cash,
he’d share his with you - he gave his life
to being an Independent thinker,
to supporting Progressive Democrats,
to registering young and new voters.
A Man of Peace.
“Only the good die (young).”
“Dad” aka Al Germain,
aka Gordon Rose - the same.
The same. He wasn’t young,
but he was good. R. I. P.

Of thousands dying everyday,
the fires burning West, and
winds and water raining down
in Southeast’s floating mess.

It’s time to save integrity.
It’s time to have some faith
in justice, fairness, life on earth,
and our heritage regained.

Instead, they rushed to place a judge
to tie up all the courts, and robbed
the laws for years to come
that RBG died to wrought.

I’m outraged Jared Kushner
that you are such a shmoo.
I hoped you’d be a Jewish mensch
and become a righteous Jew.

They’d call in the militia
to smash a march, then say,
“No rallies, protests are allowed;
and right to free speech? Nay.”

* House UnAmerican Activities Committee
** Song from the musical South Pacific
*** The Testament of the Rosenbergs

Stand up Kushner. Now!
You’re supposed to back the free,
not goosestep beside Trumpuss
who’s as crass and vain can be.
Dear Jared you’ve grown callous.
Can you really be a Jew?
Trump’s ego just grows larger
and it’s sucked up all of you.
Half our families were slaughtered
by Russians on horseback, and
cast to pogroms, gassed in camps,
and you’re plying a Fascist hack?
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Pomp and Circumstance
What does the UK’s
“Pomp and Circumstance”
have to do with graduating sixth
grade and moving on to secondary
school? Nothing,

No diploma for me, but I
still had to march up on stage
and receive it, as if….

Except in the Fifties, marching, singing,
“Land of Hope and Glory,
mother of the free,
how shall I extol thee,
who are born of thee?

Empty plastic fantastic envelope
to blow through into the garbage can.
And six months later I had to show up
for the real deal. Too late for CCNY
Fall registration, too late for Juilliard if so inclined.

Empty envelope. WHAT?

Wider still and wider,
Shall our bounds be set,
God who made thee mighty,
make thee mightier yet,
God who made thee mighty,
make thee mightier yet.”

It was time to go on tour instead,
dance for two NYC companies,
travel in Europe, choreograph
in Israel, in the US, and teach
all over the USA - for Skidmore,
American University, SUNY,
Performing Arts High School,
Alvin Ailey’s Dance Center.…

When they insisted on adding
“One nation under God..,”
the thing to do was refuse to say
The Pledge of Allegiance.

It was time to run your own dance
company, receive grants, write poetry,
write stories, memoir, plays, skits,
take photographs, give birth to a daughter….

Ordered to stand anyway,
at attention for decorum’s sake,
hand over heart, I folded my arms,
clamped my mouth shut, and soon
I refused to sign the paper declaring
that I was not Red or Pink.

As for the diploma?
It is definitely NOT framed
or hanging on the wall.

After 12 years of 6AM risings,
subway rides to and from school,
myriad papers, exams, English Honors,
and teachers who couldn’t recognize
creativity from an ass, what the hell
did graduating have to do with being
Red or Blue?

And I have no idea
where I stashed it.
Or even if I did….

POEMS:

SAAD GHOSN
Saad Ghosn, a native of Lebanon, has been living in Cincinnati since 1985. A
retired medical professional and educator, he resorts to visual and spoken art to
express himself and his social and political views. Saad believes that activism
is at the heart of art expression. He is the founder of ‘SOS ART’, a non profit
organization, now in its 19th year, which promotes the use of art as a vehicle for
peace and justice; and the editor and publisher of the yearly
‘For a Better World’, now in its 18th year.
Contact: saad.ghosn@uc.edu

NOEL ZEISER
Noel Zeiser is the author of two small books, The Pearl Street Flood and Salute
the Moon. Her writing includes fiction, essays, and poetry.
Contact: noelzzeiser@gmail.com

DRAWING:

NANCY FLETCHER CASSELL
Nancy Fletcher Cassell received an MFA in Drawing from The University of
Cincinnati, attended The Art Academy of Cincinnati and received a BS in painting
and art education from Middle Tennessee State University. Nancy received Al
Smith Fellowships for her visual art from The Kentucky Arts Council, 2002, 1994,
1987, The Southern Arts Federation/NEA Regional Fellowship 1988, Kentucky
Foundation for Women 2004, 1988, 1987, Art Matters 1990. She has also
received fellowships to Yaddo and to The Virginia Center for Creative Arts.
Contact: nancassell@fuse.net; nancyfletchercassell.com
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Apecolypse*
(by Saad Ghosn)
And beaches and parks fill our rivers
and heavy air lingers above the trees.

It is this body, between bells and coffin,
catastrophes buried and encroached within.

A new vision asks, like never before,
why sea oil spills and slaughtered mammifers.

I can see. It’s global. Take a quick walk.
The broken pine boughs are ready to talk.

Rainforests cry; high feathery heavens
sway loose in the wind and loom from the skies.

It is illegal. We let it happen;
our blind daily choices for a pure death.

Shadows move in, an empty cloud appears,
masks and latex gloves etched deep into past.

And the list goes on. You hear and listen;
and you stop, estranged, with no resting
breath.

The sound of the wind, blown public at last,
becomes all whispers and then disappears.

What Happened to the Sun?

My mother’s voice, silenced nightingales,
hot red emissions, now blind the eyes.
What sound would it make when poaching’s veneered
and ardent wild spaces black veil the sight?
Tropical wetlands of Latin and Greek,
and dry tears cry what we see from afar.
A bleak reality, dressed as a star,
like in a movie, brightly sails the sky.

The clouds kidnapped the sun this month,
No one paid the ransom.
It’s happened before, but never so long.
The price must be exorbitant.
Please, everybody, let’s pull together.
Whatever the cost, let’s pay it.
Let’s sacrifice our comforts and luxuries,
Let’s tax ourselves to the hilt.

The wind blows and the sound of the trees,
over-arching ghosts, litters the streets.

We can live without jewels and cars,
Desserts and movies as well.
I’d rather be a slave, a peasant,
Or a fief in the Middle Ages
Than to live without the sun.

We’re privileged, a loose ball under skin,
the sound of a male bird, courting the land.
The smell of white pine, today’s floating guilt,
becomes a tiresome persistent chant.
What you hear now are lakes and seas, one-use
bottles, frayed plastic bags, pandemic fears.
The ropes shift. In May were louder thunders,
burning surfaces and large empty stores.
The black dress haunts us, and in dark places,
like under charred needles, still smells the air.
*Ecological Apocalypse

(by Noel Zeiser)
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The Freeing Scream

POEMS:

(by Saad Ghosn)

SUSAN F. GLASSMEYER

And the scream becomes loud.
It ascends the hammock of the poor,
the stone that lies besides the dirt.

Susan F. Glassmeyer is a somatic therapist and co-director of the Holistic Health
Center of Cincinnati where she helps people restore the poetry of presence and
movement in their bodies. Susan is the author of three books of poetry.

It is midday in history
and the rivers meet at dawn.

Contact: susannaglass@yahoo.com; susanglassmeyer.com

It is midday in the heart of the lonely,
of the abandoned and estranged.

MOPOETRY PHILLIPS

The bells ring a solemn chime
and the deaf ears do not hear.

MoPoetry Phillips, a national spoken word artist, is member of the Urban
Appalachian Community Coalition. She is the author of Equals Greatness,
co-founder of Regal Rhythms Poetry LLC and founder of Hit the Mic Cincy.

It is music to the hungry peasant,
refreshing water to the thirsty soul.
It is dew to the morning grass,
honey and milk to the ailing sheep.

Contact: 1mopoetry@gmail.com

And the scream becomes louder…

JOSEPH WEISS

It deafens the silence of despair
and takes over the fields.
It pierces hope into the bleeding hearts
and sounds the rise of a new humanity.

Joseph Weiss has a BA in Anthropology from Indiana U and is currently studying
Native American Studies online at Montana State U. Joseph believes in the
power of peace and of Poetry as a catalyst for a happier, healthy humanity.
Contact: josepheweiss007@gmail.com

DRAWING:

BILL OLSEN
Bill Olsen is a new artist learning from the generous instructors at the Manifest
Drawing Center in Cincinnati, OH. His drawings center in joy and confoundment
of the everyday conditions and subjects that cross our paths.
Contact: billbert2@gmail.com; @billbert2
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Cinquains

What Is Beautiful

(by Susan F. Glassmeyer)

(by MoPoetry Phillips)

I.Not a Hoax

What I hate about turmoil
is the echoes
it causes before
it stops and finally becomes still.

What is beautiful
about the human spirit
is the innate ability to
self-heal and mend.

That even the rustling of a leaf
seems treacherous to those
just coming out of war.

What is beautiful
is that we face tomorrow
when the projection
seems bleak, because
anticipation of overcoming
is one of life’s greatest gifts.

When May
feels like August,
polar bears at a zoo
in Ohio float belly up,
eyes closed.
II.What Can You Do?
Be kind
to every child.
They might grow up to be
a merciful leader because
of you.
III.Sequestered
Despite
pandemic months
of grim external news,
within herself a loyal light
blossoms.

A puddle
a signal
that a tsunami
is coming.
Even I,
carry an umbrella
when sun is promised
for many days to come.
What I hate about turmoil
Is the time
it takes to move on.

IV.Unmasked
Who wants
to see me must
be willing to be seen
so all the veils between us might
dissolve.

But what is beautiful
about the human spirit
is how we
love from a broken heart
that is battered and bruised,
because the only way
to overcome evil is with good.

V.Monk Wisdom
He plants
pine tree seeds
not for himself who will
never see them, but for future
others.

What is beautiful
about the human spirit
is the ability to see
shocking crimes
against humanity
but our humanness
causes us to want justice,
validation, and to be heard,
more than revenge.
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What is beautiful
about the human spirit
is our resilience to make it
until the end
its flat-footed stance
the way it stares
at anything that dares
looking at it dead in the face.
What is beautiful
After all of the turmoil
we’d be united
as part of
One Human Race.

Reincarnation
(by Joseph Weiss)

POEMS:

My fingers lost the cliff,
And my brother’s grip,
As I, falling, sped away,
Backing into this hard terrain.

ELENA ESTELLA GREEN
Elena Estella Green is a poet from New York City living in Cincinnati, OH. She
studied at the NYU Gallatin Writing Program and Literature at the College of New
Rochelle. Since moving to Cincinnati, Elena has been an active participant in
Women Writing for (a) Change located in Silverton.

But, I forgot to say goodbye,
And called by wind in wood,
I let my feet touch forest floor,
And with the rhythm of my tread,
I have been summoned to come forth,
I have been sung to in her tongue:

Contact: eegpoet@aol.com

“Lonely, though you have many friends and foes,
You will walk with open sight.”
“In league with other seeing kin,
You may change these chains of might.
And, you will hear me sing in glory,
The sweet harmony of our story”

MARY ANN JACOBS
Mary Ann Jacobs, is a writer, a teacher, and a writing coach. Some of her
essays have been published in Kentucky Monthly Magazine, Motherwell online,
and Teachers of Vision Magazine; and some of her poems in Elephants
Never online, New Friends of Northern Kentucky Newsletter, and The Kentucky
English Bulletin, among others.

With this song I now walk,
Through corridors and eyes of stone.
And, deftly I will apply my touch,
Unbinding man’s unkindly chains.
And, softly I will hear her voice,
Whispering thanks amid her roar.

Contact: maryannjacobsauthor@gmail.com;
maryannjacobsauthor.wordpress.com

DRAWING:

HELENA KAELIN
Helena Kaelin is a junior at Northern Kentucky University where she is earning a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree with a focus on painting and spatial arts.
Helena enjoys hiking to a good view and baking with new recipes.
Contact: helenakaelin33@gmail.com; @he1ena_art_33
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Musings as We Emerge
from the Pandemic
(by Mary Ann Jacobs)
As I watch the mighty Ohio flow
I watch a flock
Of yellow birds take flight
As they head into the clouds
To my right

As Spring comes
We welcome you
Hope returns
Our life resumes

To the left I see
Green leaves and flowers
Begin to bloom
Right in front of me

Something Better Pushing
Right Back -- Albert Camus

Flying geese,
You took my fears with you
Far away
So they trouble me
No more this day

How low must I feel
To become invincible?
To know that deep within
Is a power stronger than fate.
There is a star that I cling to
It is the opposite of what I am feeling.
I let the stars overtake me,
Showering me with good will.
I let the positive side of my personality
Come through when I am most ill at ease.
When everything I touch is grim
And my frozen winter will not cease.
Is Spring just a pipe dream let alone
An invincible summer?
Every pore in my body awakens
Pushing back on a pervading inertia.
The opposite of love is doing nothing.
Staying safe inside this body
That betrays me at every turn.
Where walking in the park
Or descending three flights of stairs...
It’s daunting.
I am pushing back with all I’ve got.
Something better is not taught.
It is a gift of spirit
When all my hopes
Lay deeply swelled
Abandoned and abused
Inside this private hell.
Pushing back
Will do me well.

Flowers of gold and red,
Smother this awful dread
That invaded our souls
Swirling wind,
Embrace us all
As we venture out
To greet the day
And call
Hello neighbor
Welcome Spring
Colors and possibilities
Abound for an optimistic life
Time to end this strife
That’s been poisoning our hearts
We’ve learned a lot
As we thank our scientists and
frontline workers
We now can spot
What’s important to us
We now dare to care
As we venture out into
The refreshing air.

(by Elena Estella Green)
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Inspired by Jean Valentine

A Cup of Friendship

(by Elena Estella Green)

(by Mary Ann Jacobs)

In that quiet place
Where poets live
I imagine other solitudes
Than mine.
I imagine other writers
Left alone to dream
Their words into existence.
Belief is a large compass
To live your life by.
The memory of strong
Feelings locked away by
A muted childhood linger
And create a longing
Like no other.
Sorrow can last a lifetime.
The skillful can hide it.
As I move from one decade
To the next, my desires
Get smaller and smaller
But regret is a vial that says,
“Drink me.”
And I am lost in a wonderland
Of missed opportunity and
Broken dreams.
I come out of it
By doing the thing
Done by centuries
Of kind strangers,
Lend a helping hand,
Dance in the rain,
My mother loved the rain.
Words of comfort
In a year that left us ravaged
And housebound
With a few good books
And faint memories
Of being embraced
By a love who lived
Long ago.

Multi-taskers we’ve become
Watching sports
Playing
Games of sorts
Texting
Sending pictures of a pet
Looking at videos
Surfing the net
Multi-taskers we’ve become
But I ask you truly
Are we having fun
Whatever happened to
Having a cup of tea
With thee
I long for
A one on one
In person
With just thee and me
We’ll gossip
Giggle
Exercise and
Wiggle
Long for some fun
As we sip our tea
And go over
All the news of family
Oh how I miss
Sharing
A cup of friendship
Between thee and me
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POEMS:

RICHARD HAGUE
Richard Hague, an Artist-in-Residence at Thomas More University, is author or
editor of 20 volumes. He has work forthcoming in Cutthroat: A Journal of the
Arts and in the anthology Wild Gods! : The Ecstatic in Contemporary American
Poetry and Prose from New Rivers Press. Richard is a Weatherford Award
winner in Poetry.
Contact: haguekort@fuse.net

ROBERTA SCHULTZ
Roberta Schultz is a singer songwriter and poet originally from Grant’s Lick, KY.
Three of her chapbooks, Outposts on the Border of Longing (2014), Songs from
the Shaper’s Harp (2017), and Touchstones (2020) are published by Finishing
Line Press. Her poems have appeared in Panoply, Still: the Journal, Riparian,
Kudzu, The Main Street Rag and Pine Mountain Sand & Gravel.
Contact: robertaschultz@mac.com; robertaschultz.com/line-breaks

DRAWING:

JOSHUA WILLIAMS
People try so hard to be original when they can just be themselves.
Contact: @josh_esco17; @josh_sco_
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The Capitol Grill

Witness for the Mainstream News

(by Richard Hague)

(by Roberta Schultz)

After the coals were lit
by singing caucuses of nuns and teachers

1. Judy Woodruff Sings the News
—One night as I watched PBS News Hour,
the anchor’s words seemed to sing.

and the embers glowed as red
as rage, or embarrassment,

I’m not sure she meant to sing,
they swallow both light and time,
but that hook about black holes

they mixed the Honesty Rub—
lie-dried facts shed daily
from Kellyanne Conway,
coarse Graham-crackered dusts,

and three Nobel Prize winners
shook my ears with aria.
Recitative of wonder:

chopped McConnell-peppered stallings—
to raise the heat on all the serious grilling.

one prize won by a woman.
2. Sisterhood of the “Nasty”

Soon, the President answered questions
about climate change,

—I will never understand how a President of the United
States could justify calling women reporters “nasty” for
asking questions.

admitting that the floors of forests
cannot be swept, however huge the broom.

If Weijia Jiang, Paula Reid,
and Yamiche Alcindor could
walk into a bar right now,

Soon, the Vice President conceded
that his wife is not his mother,
despite his calling her that.
Soon, popping and wheezing

they’d order themselves a strong
drink to wash out the “nasty”
spewed out hard when that thick tongue

like sausages over a hot spot,
Covid false counselors resigned,

wagged in the Rose Garden air.

lizardly senators retired early,
seared cabinet members fled in bulky Russian
sedans,

3. Major Garrett Thinks Aloud
—It must have been hard to be a journalist in 2020.
I have never seen some of them so shaken and humiliated.

and the smoke over American backyards
formed clouds of willing surrender,

He didn’t ask a question
about frequencies, or howl
“mad as hell” from a window.

cumuli of abject apologies,
whole happy cyclones of justice and kumbaya.

But when Marine One battered
actual fact from the airwaves,
I think I heard his voice crack,
I have to watch what I say.
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4. Co-opted by a Copter

II. Believe the science and wear
weightless yokes of mask and space.
Stash harsh words in dark pockets.

—When 45th President Donald Trump returned from his
Covid stay at Walter Reed, he timed the landing of his
helicopter to pre-empt network news.

Never cover up real pain,
or the times your feet stumbled
on the steep peaks of service.

The long shot out of focus,
mask pulled off, a blurred salute,
Norah O’Donnell signs off:

Never flinch at forgiveness.

There it is, reality
show President. CBS
Evening News saying goodnight.

7. How to Mend America
—If the people of the United States cannot even agree
on whose votes should count, how can they heal?

Democracy’s sweet voice, mute.

Believe the science and stitch
sturdy seams of mask and space.
Wrap anger in soft fabric.

5. American Power Play
—President Donald Trump used his own recovery
from Covid 19 to downplay the seriousness of a pandemic.

Never cover up mistakes.
Nicks might pierce your knuckles to
fold dark stains in bold designs.

Define immunity as
protective glow, a blessing
conferred on your preferred head.

New loops could stretch to include.

Claim you’ve tested negative
for a virus you survived
while hundreds of thousands died.

POEMS:

SUE NEUFARTH HOWARD
Sue Neufarth Howard is a published poet and visual artist and a past member
of Greater Cincinnati Writers League (GCWL) and Linton Street Writers. She
received poetry prizes in several Ohio Poetry Day Contests and her poetry
chapbooks include: TreeScapes, EarthWords, In and Out of the Blue Zoo and
Haiku Moments. Sue currently lives and writes in Long Beach, CA.
Contact: snhpoet21@gmail.com

VIVIAN KLINE
Vivian Kline has been an enamelist for fifty four years and a writer for
the last thirteen.
Contact: viviankline@aol.com; viviankline.com

Make it always about you.
6. Us Versus Them: Two Versions
—The protracted political campaigns of 2020 further
divided a nation already at the mercy of a virulent world
pandemic.

DRAWING:

WILLOW PARKER

I. Only listen to like minds.
Muddy clouds of code words with
shorthand shrouds like MSM.

Willow Parker is a 21 year-old artist from Cincinnati, Ohio with four lovely pets.

Insist that while you thrive here,
scattered herds must heal themselves.
Forget the least of these sheep.

Contact: willow.parker@artacademy.edu;
@wilo.purker; @trumoo_queen

Fortune feeds your open maw.
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Recharging in Peace
(by Sue Neufarth Howard)
How to find stillness
amid this pandemic year,
stifled with fear.
Corona Virus could be in the air
everywhere people share.
Those at most risk must come to grips,
staying apart, learning mask wearing art.
I still myself in silence
and think of all I’m grateful for
remembering the precious
then and now.
The memory of a lover’s smile,
a touch, an embrace.
The joyous first sight
of my babies’ first born.
The endearing words of a grandchild…
You’re the best grandma, I hope you
won’t die.
Camp ground tenting, moonlight
campfires.
Zoom smiles of grandchildren miles
away.
The haiku words that come to me
walking in woods, in the shower.
The chance sight of a rainbow, an egret.
The eyes of a near deer on a forest trail.
The scent of lilac, soft kissing wind
bright flower smiles.
The rippling of water,
watching a kitten asleep.
Dark chocolate candy
and cherry flavored anything.
Soothing coffee with hazelnut.
Surprise in a crème filled doughnut.

Handwritten letter from a friend.
Hearing a favorite song,
I Love You Just the Way You Are.
Notes played on a harpsicord.
The escape into a thrilling book.
An out of body experience,
just brain, paint, and canvas
in the depth of creating art.
Remembering all
of the laboring work
that daily enables
my continuing life.
There’s not enough time
in the rest of my life
to list all my gratitudes.
Enough to fill a book.
In stillness
and remembrance
I am recharged
with peace.

Peace
(by Vivian Kline)
from a ninety five years old
When the sun glistens in the early morning dewIn the afternoon with coffee when the weekly cleaning
is complete.
When your loved one’s temperature returns to normal
And you know your children are content.
Peace arrives after a sudden downpour
that cools the summer air.
And when the City is suddenly quiet after snow fall.
It comes to stay when you know you are lucky to be
alive.
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Inauguration 2021

POEMS:

(by Sue Neufarth Howard)
On this day, hope arrived on the wings of words.
Day of reimagined celebration.
Ripples of hope bursting into showers of action
scattering lies, dissolving division,
trampling the hateful words and deeds
that stifled and withered the soul.
Free at last to lead us forth,
courageous, honorable seeker
whose treasured seeds of remedy
sowed will seek for all
survival, equality, justice, health.

CAROL IGOE
Carol Igoe began her career teaching English at the university level in St. Louis,
MO. When her 2nd son was born with Down syndrome, she helped found the
first ‘Mothers of Mongoloids’, now a national and internal network of Down
Syndrome Associations. This showed her the need for justice and inclusion.
Contact: ckigoe@gmail.com

LORRAINE MARGARET

A leader to plunge like lightning,
walk the walk of wisdom
through the opposing fray.
Undaunted, seeker of healing
but ever tough to right the wrongs
that harm and divide us.

Lorraine Margaret, XU graduate, lives with an invisible disability. She practices
fiber arts, poetry, and creative non-fiction in life’s margins.
Contact: lmargaret_73@mac.com

ZOHREH ZAND

Let the healing begin.

Born to an Iranian father and German mother, Zohreh Zand moved to Cincinnati
from Toronto in 2011. Her love for poetry started when she was a teenager. She
is a member of the Monday Morning Writers Group and the Cincinnati Writers
Project. In addition, she is a docent at the Cincinnati Art Museum.
Contact: zohrehzand07@gmail.com

DRAWING:

KIRSTEN MALSAM
Kirsten Malsam is a graduating Senior at the University of Cincinnati majoring
in speech language and hearing sciences with a minor in psychology and a
certificate in pre-art therapy. In the fall of 2021, she will begin a graduate program
for speech-language pathology. Kirsten’s hobbies include running, reading,
spending time outside, creating. Her favorite media to work with is pen and ink.
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Contact: malsamke@mail.uc.edu
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The Mask

Cry the Beloved Country

The Price

(by Zohreh Zand)

(by Carol Igoe)

(by Lorraine Margaret)

Will my smile
Disappear
Behind that thick veil
Will the six feet
Take away its power

Today the weathercock turns in the wind,
Pointing west,
A train whistles, a wakeup call,
While snow tumbles slow
in the quiet morning air.

How long does it take
a bipartisan bivalve
to clamp shut tight
defend against intrusion
these two apposing forces
hinged together called nation?

No

There was a time when we thought
one man, a leader,
Could save our country:
Another Lincoln or Roosevelt
Could rally us and bring justice for all.
Now we have seen how one man alone
Can divide our country,
Unleash hatred and greed.

Will my smile
With the message
Of appreciation
Be hidden and
unnoticed
No
Will my own breath
Suffocate me
No, no my own
Resisting thoughts
Will do that
Those thoughts
Need a mask
To filter ignorance
To filter ego
Just a little sacrifice
To save lives
YES to that

Millions of citizens
Are called, rise up and declare:
JUSTICE FOR ALL!
Justice for citizens of all colors,
For workers, for the poor,
For women, for the old,
For children,
Even for those who believe,
Battle is the only way
To justice for themselves.
Joe Biden, chosen by us,
Shoulders the heavy load,
To reconcile, to heal
Those who believe Trump’s deadly lies,
With those who reject the turmoil sowed.
Tonight, February’s darkness closes in,
Cold and harsh:
Start of the second Covid virus year.
In the turmoil of this land.
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How long to feel the thrust
of broken trust
cutting deep in mantle
and visceral flaps
like a shard of broken glass
under tongue
bleeding words of descent
these two opposing forces
a shell of a nation
hinged on a wound
held together by
what?
How many hymns must
be sung to remember
we are one nation
under seige
divisible
and under?
How tightly must we hold
that part of us
the inextricable offense
how much conchiolin
how much nacre
layer by layer
days years months decades
must we these two forces
excrete
to make smooth and beautiful
a pearl

Inauguration 2021
(by Zohreh Zand)
(in 5 Haikus)
Landscape with Rainbow
A painting by Duncanson
Embodying hope
A necklace of pearls
A salute to sisterhood
Humble elegance
A perfect poem
Resonating the heart’s song
In awe a nation
A new president
Lots of challenges ahead
We all take a share
This country will rise
To show the world unity
Division finished

United We Will
Breathe
(by Zohreh Zand)
Heat inside
Heat in the sky
Heat around me
Mask on my face
I fight
Chanting the plea
Of a dying man
“I can’t breathe”
Mask on my face
I fight
Chanting
Chanting
Chanting
Hoping the chains
Of injustice fall apart
Mask on my face
I fight
Aware of Covid-19
But united we fight
Chanting
Marching
Chanting
Marching
The world is united again:
End “I can’t breathe!”

POEMS:

ANN C. JAMES
Ann C. James is one of six children born and raised in Chicago by parents fully
engaged in the civil rights movement. Even though profoundly dyslexic, she
earned a BPh (Bachelor of Philosophy) with specialties in sociology, education
and fine arts from Thomas Jefferson College. For fifteen years Ann worked for
an interracial children’s fine arts and recreational program in the Chicago area
before relocating to Cincinnati, Ohio. For the last thirty five years she taught fine
arts for the Cincinnati Recreation Commission. She retired in January of 2020.
Contact: acj9poet@gmail.com

SIDNEY TRASSER
Sidney Trasser is a Cincinnati based graphic designer, photographer, and poet.
Her work aims to tackle social and societal stigmas in an effort to debunk the
misinformed stereotypes and biases of today. SIdney uses her work to draw her
audience in and challenge them to think critically about the world around them,
about mislabeling and judging minorities, mental health, and injustices.
Contact: sidneytrasser@gmail.com; sidneytrasser.myportfolio.com

DRAWING:

BRENT BILLINGSLEY
Brent Billingsley is an artist and an empowering voice behind disenfranchised
youth. He is also a Behavioral Health Specialist at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
medical Center/Psychiatry, and the co-founder of 2 non-profits geared toward
therapeutic artistic engagement and the performance arts. He graduated in 2013
from Miami University with a BFA degree with a concentration in Printmaking and
from the University of Cincinnati in 2015 with a Masters in Social Work.
Brent believes that the world can be changed through art; 1 PIECE at a TIME!
Contact: brentlavelle1@gmail.com; @brentlavelle1; brent billingsley (FB)
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Double Vision
(by Ann C. James)
Had they been Black,
they could not have gotten a permit.
Had they been Black,
they couldn’t have carried weapons,
could not have felt entitled
to march on the capitol.
Had they been Black,
the military resources of this nation
would have been in place and on high alert.
Had Blacks descended on the capitol,
had they inched the bicycle barrier forward,
toward the sacred space,
there would have been a Black blood bath.
Had they been Black,
the capitol police
would have no casual reaction,
would not have opened the barriers,
chatted with the insurrectionists,
taken selfies with the domestic terrorists.
Had any Black
made it past the bicycle barriers,
no restraint would be shown.
Black bodies would be riddled with bullets
by militarized police,
their automatic weapons emptying
into Black bodies.
Had they been Black,
the nation’s capitol steps still pristine,
not a window would have broken,
or a door rammed open,
the capitol lawn would have been
littered with bloody Black bodies,
and any Black survivors
would be tried for treason,
and legally exterminated.
Had there been Black passers-by,
with no connection to the insurrection,
Blacks would have been arrested,
their only crime, Blackness.

Only these Black
might escape the electric chair,
but would be faced with
a laundry list of other charges,
serve long sentences,
and never would see the light of day.
Had they been Black,
the media would parade Black faces
on an endless loop, on every channel.
The media would have used words freely,
an attempted overthrow, attempted coup,
attempted assassination,
by terrorists, by insurrectionists, by traders,
by hoods.
Had they been Black.

Racists Don’t Die
(by SIdney Trasser)
I admit, I am lost
in the age of the racist.
Where a riot is seen,
worse than a man begging
and pleading…
“I cannot breathe”
Looting, more a crime
than a murder scene.
And when I check online
the only things I see
are that white people haven’t learned a thing.
Systematic oppression,
overrunning everything.
I feel helpless to my black friends,
so I just say “I am sorry for everything”
but what does that even mean?
Even when they fall to their knees,
and declare their name, age and lack of possession
of lethal things.
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They’re gunned down,
and we all see,
their murderer walks free.

The irony of not seeing the latter.
A country built on shame.

Beware
the Boogeyman

And every day I realize that racists don’t die.

(by Ann C. James)

Boxed inside our cells,
we feel the hate build up inside.

My Mama told me about
the Boogeyman.
He creeps,
kills at night.
Can steel you
in broad daylight.
He shot Medgar,
in his own front yard.
He snatched up Emmett,
tortured, shot,
mutilated his body
and threw it in
the Tallahatchie River.

Names that haunt us…
Trayvon
Breonna
George
and many more...
Outside protestors wait and bleed.
All lives matter,
except the brown and black ones.
George Floyd cannot breathe,
but Brock Turner runs free.
How many innocent black men must die,
before a valid argument can be made in the white man’s eyes?
The blacks, Natives, Mexicans, Muslims and the Jewish too.
A history of slavery, killing and vulgar hate.
We really aren’t that far away from the Trail of Tears.
“Go back to your country” spewed by those who stole the one
they claim.
Land of the free, earned by digging thousands of slave graves.
And damaging property in demand of change,
is only bad when it doesn’t involve tea.
“I don’t see race”
they only see one,
they say it’s human, but that’s not true…
because if it was, then why is it that when
a black man walks by
you pull your daughter closer, without thinking twice.
Heroes don’t wear capes,
and white privilege doesn’t exist, because they earned everything...
Criminals and thugs are those who demand change.
Patriots are those who attempt to overthrow democracy.
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My Daddy told me
the Boogeyman is
a shapeshifter.
Has a seat on the
stock exchange.
Sits on the highest
courts in this nation.
Is a revered national
religious or
political figure.
Sometimes the Boogeyman
is in plain clothes,
in plain sight,
walking the beat,
patrolling the streets,
in search of
strange fruit.
My parents said
beware of the Boogeyman,
the neo-overseer,
striking without notice.
Shot Trayvon,
in a gated community.
Shot Tamir,
on the playground.
Choked Eric,
on a busy
New York City street.

Knelt on the neck of
George Floyd.
Sometimes
the Boogeyman
strikes in an instant.
But sometimes
he
strikes
in
slow
overt
continuous
deliberate
torture!
The Boogeyman
strikes often.
Seen and unseen,
his casualties list
is oh so long…
Starting at
the birth
of the nation.
My parents said
beware the Boogeyman.
For the Boogeyman
is entitled,
is aided by the
silent majority,
and is never restrained.
The “other” people
who witness the
Boogeyman’s atrocities
are not believed.
So the Boogeyman
thrives
on the invisible
flesh of the “other”
countrymen.
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POEMS:

KAREN I. JAQUISH
Karen I. Jaquish is a retired analyst and educator. She lives in Milford Ohio. Her
first chapbook is entitled What Remains; it is about Russia and the people
living there.
Contact: jaquishka@yahoo.com

CHUCK STRINGER
Chuck Stringer is grateful to belong to the group of regional poets writing together
in the Thomas More University Creative Writing Vision Program. His work has
been published in Literary Accents, Pine Mountain Sand & Gravel, Riparian, The
Licking River Review, Words, and previous editions of For a Better World. He
lives with his wife Susan near Fowlers Fork in Union, Kentucky.
Contact: chuck.stringer1@gmail.com

DRAWING:

EVAN VERRILLI
Evan Verrilli is looking for balance. During the day, he tells stories for brands
through graphic design and strategy. In the evenings, he digs into histories
around people and things and illustrates these stories through drawings and
comics. Each piece is a character. One may tell a joke, and another may be
deadly serious. They are pieces of a big broken picture, in hopes they come
together to make a world.
Contact: instagram.com/evan.is.social
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Dear Friend,
(by Karen I. Jaquish)
Oh, Susan, I’ve been thinking of you all morning and only just now
have had a moment to scribble a note to you while baby is down
for her morning nap. She sleeps less and less each day as my milk
is drying up. Shall we call it a mother’s drought? The land is all
drought and heat, a terrible wrenching heat that shoots up at dawn
like opening the gates of Hell and continues through the nightbirds’ whispers.
What, pray tell, is your news? Does your well still have water, unlike
Ours, which is not water but a memory. Any word of your dear Jeb?
Still the war carries on and on. Do you know I’ve clean forgotten why
we are at battle with each other? Aren’t we supposed to be
the United States of America? Why then are we killing each other?
Why then are we shooting and flailing, stabbing and wailing?
Hatred is a terrible country, why should we settle there?
War is a terrible thankless practice. Why haven’t we buried it?

Still
(by Chuck Stringer)
for Donald Trump
“U.S. Still Can’t Locate Parents of 545 Children Separated at Border”
—headline, The New York Times, Oct. 22, 2020
Two questions she asks. Two questions she cries.
¿Dónde está mi mami? and Where did my daddy go?
No matter how many truths, how many lies,
two questions she asks, two questions she cries
in Spanish, in English—still, no one replies.
Though they made it to Texas, and crossed Mexico,
two questions she asks, two questions she cries:
¿Dónde está mi mami? and Where did my daddy go?
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For Peace & Justice

Black Lives Matter

(by Karen I. Jaquish)

(by Chuck Stringer)

Without Justice there will be no Peace

Even combing the bottom
of the creek for human trash,
debris I find reminders
of the sickness: a tile shard
stamped with the words
“MADE IN US,”
the “A” like America
having been broken away.

So many days without hope, so many nights where
even the glitter of stars seems bereft, solitary
like babies locked into metal cages.
Even a hound would shiver in terror.
even witnesses look in terror
whispering Why?
Why am I remembering the August sun
of 1957 looking up while a light breeze tosses
the sheets creating my own private fortress.
I am safe here, unknown
and unspent. Safe until the
marching begins.

POEMS:

WENDY JETT
Wendy Jett grew up in the Cincinnati area and still considers it home! She
attempts to be brave and honest every day. Some days she achieves it, and
some days she writes about it.
Contact: wendyjett@rocketmail.com

KATHERINE MEYER
Katherine Meyer, a lifetime journal-keeper, began writing with Women Writing for
a Change in 1997. She completed the Feminist Leadership Academy in 2009 and
is currently writing with Women Writing about Whiteness and Anti-Racism.

Migrants
(by Karen I. Jaquish)
Dear Sister, Dear Musician, Dear Poet, Dear Mother, Dear Migrant
So many Lives all encompassed into one soul, into one life.

Contact: meyerk@nku.edu

You traveled from one place to another, willing yourself from danger
to danger, from language to language. Differing languages
melding too often into a cacophony of songs as though
the orchestra was following the orders of all the individual
Voices without the intentions of one orchestra and one voice.
No, instead the individuals played as though they were
the only voice to be heard, only one soul should be heard.
Not so, you contend. We are meant to unite, we are meant
to sing as with one voice, one meaning. And, it’s all human,
all frailty, all meaningful, all teaching and all taught.
Pink skin, brown skin, yellow skin, beige, or purple. All skin
bruises, rips and bleeds with the same blood and pain.
All migrants move from place to place hoping to find
a welcoming space where fear and ignorance

LATAUSHA COX
Latausha Cox is a visual storyteller who seeks to influence and transform
through engaging, meaningful art practices. She believes people of color are
not represented in many resources and visual content related to education. To
provide a bridge between teachers and students of color, Latausha researches
strategies to unite the individual with cultural identity and illuminate their voice.
Contact: tausha311@gmail.com; seetaushacreate.com

evaporates forever. I’m on the shore waiting.
Love, Karen

DRAWING:
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Little Boy Blue
(by Wendy Jett)
Little Boy Blue
Said he was doin his job
But a dark-skinned young man
His life he did rob

Where is this boy blue
Who should protect us all
Why he’s slinking behind
His badge as he crawls

Will you call him out
For his racist viewpoint
Or stand by and watch
And with privilege anoint

Neighboring in Covington and the Teachers I Found There
(by Katherine Meyer)
1951
My mother said there was a “colored” woman who came to help her when the babies were born.
Leola Green walked down red-lined Russell Street to 19th Street, turned right at the green light,
Then walked three more blocks to our house to cook and clean for our family.
That’s all I know.
1959
At Jefferson Street Park, I watched Pam fly over the bar.
Planning on imitating her, I claimed the swing next to her.
Up close, I noticed the Blessed Virgin Mary metal she wore Yet I never saw her at St. Augustine’s Church.
Because I took my religion seriously, I judged her a sinner,
And tried to save her soul.
Instead, she enlightened me.
Each Sunday morning, her family walked past St. Augustine’s and St. Mary’s Cathedral to the
‘colored’ mission church of Our Savior.
I didn’t know how many blocks that was.
1963
Sister Mary Romelda shook her head with fury,
“What’s that N**** doing walking down this street, wearing a stocking on his head?”
I can’t write the name she called him.
Just like I couldn’t tell her that he had to walk down this street to get home for supper; (I was
getting hungry myself.)
Just like I couldn’t ask her why it was wrong for him to wear a stocking cap – odd, yes; but
wrong? (I didn’t know about hair straightening techniques back then.)
Just like I couldn’t look her in the eye; feeling my own fear. (Dare I talk back to a nun?)
I didn’t know what to say to her anyway.
I didn’t even know his name.
I only know he played basketball at Jefferson Street Park.
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1968
We met at St. Joseph’s Heights at a weekend for young women considering religious life.
Sunny was from Cincinnati,
Across the Ohio River from my Kentucky home.
I ‘d never known a Black nun, but it must be possible or she wouldn’t be here.
Bored with watching Wuthering Heights,
She talked me into escaping the darkened room to explore the convent.
On the 3rd floor we found a ghost town of beds separated by white cotton curtains.
Inside each enclosure was a bed, a trunk and a straight back wooden chair, each cubicle the
same.
We traveled long hallways and stairwells that night.
We laughed too loud and shushed each other.
She was curious and bold.
I was fearful and excited.
I followed her lead that weekend and then I never saw her again.
1978
I drove hairpin turns
To the riverbed Kentucky farm
Listening to a van full of rollercoaster screams.
On the ground, inner-city kids clustered close
Chanting “What’s that?” with every new sound.
They knew the sound of scattering roaches,
But chirping and croaking were worry-worthy.
Around the campfire,
Hotdogs on sticks,
They circled ‘round farmer George.
Curious, ‘Nessa asked “How many bags of dirt did it take to make this garden?”
A tale teller of country charm, he quickly quipped a quote.
Tell her the truth I said, fearful of her gullibility and my responsibility.
This child of a concrete world only knew earth purchased in plastic bags from the store.
What a foreign culture I was asking her to learn.
It dawned on me then how much I needed to learn.

Cathedral

POEMS:

HEIDI JOFFE
Heidi Joffe (M.Ed) lives between the US and Canada. A published poet and
textile/ceramic artist, Heidi explores different mediums to process and connect
through her study of art and nature in a glass city world. She teaches yoga and
works as an Expressive Therapist.
Contact: pranahouse@telus.net

REBECCA S. LINDSAY
Rebecca Suter Lindsay has served as president of the Kentucky State Poetry
Society and as editor of the KSPS poetry journal, Pegasus. In 2020, her historical
fiction novel, The Peacemakers, the story of Mennonite pacifists and Unionists in
Virginia during the Civil War, was published by Shadelandhouse Modern Press.
She has had poems published among others in Inscape, Change Happens, Pine
Mountain Sand and Gravel, Shenandoah Mennonite Historian, Pegasus and
short stories in Inscape and A Few Good Words (Cincinnati Writers Project). She
is a member of the Monday Morning Writers Group in Cincinnati, OH.
Contact: loisterms@fuse.net

DRAWING:

DEVAN HORTON

(by Wendy Jett)
took myself to church last night went to the streets with the people stained glass creation swaying
across hot black pavement blue red yellow green masks bandannas shirts helmets deep heavy
voices unite hymns celebrate the human spirit freedom choir stomps claps procession inches
forward toward the holy altar a sanctuary of justice and salvation badge blessing the congregation
swinging aspergillum of pepper spray blood spills like wine mouths open for a communion of fists
forgive me father for i am sinning forgive them father for they know not what they do blessed
are the meek for they shall be imprisoned parishioners fall to knees baptized by batons grenade
blasts sacred ash alleluia gloria satan sprays a deep belly laugh benediction for the ages took
myself to church last night praise be praise be took myself to church last night god saved me
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Devan Horton, an emerging Northern Kentucky artist, creates oil paintings to call
attention to the ongoing issue of waste in our culture. She received a BFA degree in
Painting from Northern Kentucky University and has since exhibited her work locally
and nationally. In her work, Devan frequently turns to nature, hoping to correct
ways in which human activity has corrupted it. Her most recent work confronts her
audience relationship with trash, stressing the utmost importance of our planet.
Contact: devanhortonart@gmail.com; devanhorton.com
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Feeder Fight

Prerequisite

(by Rebecca S. Lindsay)

(by Rebecca S. Lindsay)

Two grackles,
beak to beak,
wings flapping
a foot off the ground,
surrounded by plenty,
squabble like humans
over a single millet seed.

Streets blaze,
full of fire and fury.
Glass shatters and rains.
Shouts rebound off boarded storefronts.
People, outraged over the latest
unwarranted death, protest.
Home-grown armies,
claiming their right to carry,
take advantage of the chaos
and threaten uncivil war.
Mayors clamp curfews.

Huckleberry

“Peace! Peace!” we cry.
But, as the prophet said,
“there is no peace.”

(by Heidi Joffe)
I used to visit Mark Twain on his bench
overlooking the Ohio. His hands gnarled,
a patina wore smooth his overcoat,
and we counted ships along the water,

Tear gas and flashbangs,
shields and shillelaghs
may restore brief order,
but can only sweep anger
under the asphalt
where it festers,
breaks out again
with the next iteration.

while he regaled me with his travel
stories; whalers in Lahaina; his reception
in London. Sometimes, I brought fruit
or coffee in a blue mug. I chuffed
him for his enduring fame. He
claimed that I, cowardly, refused
to play. The river snaked ominous,
puce gray, banked with sickly trees.

Better we should cry,
“Justice! Justice!”
Not just desserts for our enemies,
punishment meted out
to those we hate,
but equal, colorblind treatment
under the law,
respect for those
caught in the crossfire
of cultural conflict.

Silence here along the banks: the water
never truly free as it courses past
Twain and me. Contorted, twisted,
once a saviour to slaves who crossed
its muddy eddies, dangerous tides
to reach Ripley on the northern side.
Runaways with battered pride, but will
to live free in all of us resides, despite

First do justice.
Then peace will follow
and remain.

those who twist our words, break
our skin. We swell, we rise, we breach
the dams; we pound against the cruelty
of humans. We refuse to live in their shame.
damn it, said Twain, will it ever change.
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Postcard to Henry David
(by Rebecca S. Lindsay)

POEMS:

I undertook a pilgrimage to your pond of great renown,
But when I got to Walden, there were bathers all around.
The Goodyear blimp flew overhead; rain was coming down.
I’d read about the bean field, the famous botany hat,
The three lime rocks, the humble hut, the wooded habitat,
But when I came to Walden, I saw anything but that.
I went into a bookstore that bore the sacred name,
Just to buy a copy of the work that brought you fame.
I couldn’t find it anywhere; it was a crying shame.
I searched for it in history, in literary works,
In essays and philosophy; and then I asked a clerk.
“Did you try fiction, Ma’am?” she asked.
“That’s where most people look.”
Food is raised on massive farms where salmonella grows.
How to grow a bean field is a skill here no one knows.
The water’s full of chemicals; at times the fishes glow.
The glaciers are melting; burning fossil fuel’s to blame.
The hills and houses burning, torched by driven flame.
Coastlines are flooding, attacked by savage hurricanes.

JERRY JUDGE
Jerry Judge’s eighth poetry chapbook, The Cold Moon (Seven Kitchens Press),
is scheduled to be released this spring. He is a member of Cincinnati Writers
Project and the Greater Cincinnati Writers League. He spends many free hours
volunteering at Save The Animals Foundation working with shelter cats and dogs.
Contact: jerryj871@aol.com

DAVID A. PETREMAN
David A. Petreman is a Professor Emeritus from Wright State University.
His poetry has been published in many U.S. and Canadian literary journals
as well as in Chile and France. His book, Candlelight in Quintero, was published
in 2011 by Dos Madres Press and a chapbook, Francisco in the Days of Exile,
was published by Finishing Line Press in 2008. David resides in Milford, Ohio.
Contact: david.petreman@wright.edu

Dear Mr. Thoreau, have you seen? Do you know?
Having a terrible time.
Wish you were here.

DRAWING:

VERNAY MONROE
Vernay Monroe is a Freelance Artist studying at the University of Cincinnati’s
College of Design, Art, Architecture, and Planning (DAAP). Vernay is determined
to become a Concept Artist and is working towards that goal by exploring a
variety of media to expand his artistic arsenal.
When Vernay isn’t working on his artistic prowess he enjoys creating works
where the figure is the main subject matter!
Contact: monroecv@mail.uc.edu; vernaymonroearts.com
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Prayer Time
(by David A. Petreman)
Drawn by the place of death
They kneel, bone to stone
On the pavement. They bleed.
This is not a pilgrimage
To the Virgin. This is more
Concrete than that. Hundreds
Come, lie face down, listen
For the beat of a heart,
For an inkling of life.
Thousands occupy the site,
A coalesced congregation
Screaming their prayers,
Emptying their souls’ sorrow,
Waiting for a pledge
To materialize before them.
They will return tomorrow
And for many tomorrows
Unfolding their true being
Like flowers that open
Slowly and peacefully
With the coming of sunlight.

Shooting Range
(by David A. Petreman)
Every shot triggers a tempest
Between my temples
And I see a man grimace
While his fingers find the wound,
Try to plug the dyke and stop
The blood from pouring out
As he writhes on the ground
In a last waltz on earth.

Every sound echoed by the river
Running through this valley of death
Another after another innocent victim
Lying in a pool of their own blood
Pulsating until life has drained
Out of a body vibrant a minute ago.
Every act of blind violence
Sees no reciprocating backlash.
All of the targets are black,
Erect and predictably unarmed.
Somewhere, in a secret mental ledger
Each death is tallied with a sinister smile
And the resounding popping of guns
Reverberates like ceremonious fireworks
In a time when every day is a holiday.

The Morning After the Shooting
(by Jerry Judge)
I received ineffable, which was my “word
of the day.” It means too big
or extreme for words to describe.
I was familiar with the term
but not sure about its meaning.
Now, I take it as our ultimate challenge.
Nothing should be too large or hideous
for us not to attempt to express –
capture a piece for ourselves to hold on to.
All the victims had different traits
and quirky sense of humors.
Which one had that cactus rose by her right ear
that she called the mistake in Kansas?
Who once tried to rescue the mouse
they trapped and felt bad about? Which man
had the premature baby boy live
and then cry like a baby himself for three days?
What was the last thing friends said
to their lost friends before they died
that night? What did the shooter and his sister
talk about on their ride to the Oregon District?
Did he kill her on purpose?
What did the moon see?
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Another Classic
(by Jerry Judge)
for Louis Simpson

POEMS:

It’s a classic American scene –
two men relax in a diner’s booth downtown.
Two women sit rigid in another booth four tables away.
Outside, protesters gather from Black Lives Matter.
The men are astonished, but not too much,
that a white Cincinnati cop was found innocent
of murdering an unarmed black motorist. One woman
spits out, White lives matter, too, goddammit!
All is quiet. Then, the other exhorts, My brother lost
his job to one of them! They fucking get
extra privileges, steal everything
without even one damn thank you.
Shaking his head, one of the men says, Jesus!
Why did God make bigots like them?
The other man whispers, Maybe they’re a hidden majority.
I don’t care! I’m going to set them straight.
The man gets up, wall clock one click away from noon,
he starts to stride over to their table pauses

July 8, 2020

LONNA D. KINGSBURY
Lonna D. Kingsbury is once again honored to be included this year in For
a Better World. She just finished her poetry in response to a transgender selfportrait part of the Inside Out project, and this year has been an amazing one
for her poetry thus far. Lonna wishes everyone to stay healthy, safe and creative
during this challenging time and until we meet again...
Contact: lonna@kingsburyproductions.com; kingsburyproductions.com

SAMANTHA JOY STENZ
Born in Chicago and raised in Cincinnati, Samantha Joy Stenz has always
had a knack for writing. This has guided her career journey - from AmeriCorps,
community organizing, and urban planning, to marketing, communications, and
copy editing. Samantha lives in College Hill with her husband Brad and dog
Ezzard Charles (Ezzy).
Contact: sammyjoy@gmail.com

(by Jerry Judge)
3 days after the 7th anniversary
of my wife dying,
the numbers start their relentless swirl –
33 years of marriage, she 57 and me 66.
The year 2012 and a black man
in the White House starts a 2nd term.
We celebrated his victories with full heart
especially in November, 2008.
During January, 2016, hate lurks and then slinks
into the White House.
Today, under our first true demagogue,
thus far, 3,000,000 cases of Corona Virus.
I’m 74 and can’t forgive the number 5,000 –
children separated from parents at border.
My wife worked with and loved children and families.
So many times we could have drawn the line.
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DRAWING:

ABBY MAE FRIEND
Abby Mae Friend is an artist, parent, and organizer living on Shawnee land. Their
practice is focused on social and earth justice.
Contact: abbymf000@gmail.com; abbymaefriend.com
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Her Musings

Radical Truth

(by Lonna D. Kingsbury)

(by Samantha Joy Stenz)

She turns her eyes toward sunlight
musing back to when
she fully basked
alone or with
associates
engaged

The gentlewoman from Ohio is recognized for 30
seconds.
Thank you sir I will not waste time pandering
I stand before you as a peacemaker
To speak on shared truth and gerrymandering.

how each voice dared to differ
how dialogue invoked
heated demonstrations
in hopes of changing circumstance
through strong and verbal truth
providing through exposure
connections seldom reached
where a single word or phrase achieved
the need for honest proof
perhaps to change a mind - now closed
to open once again
to reach beyond rote mantras learnt
robotically retold.
She reaches past all reprimands
most recently disclaimed
negating fear of honesty
once long ago acclaimed

Far right extremists
Radical left-wing
Liberal, conservative
Words lose all meaning.
Right to Life!
Defund the Police!
SWERF and TERF!
Orwell - War is Peace
A new moral language
From an invisible hand
Mysterious keepers of
Laws written in sand.
Twitter, fake news
Alternative facts
Ministry of Truth
Breitbart and Newsmax
Arbiters of social justice
With no face and no name
If you dare ask questions
Risk name-calling blame game.

to garner stark exchanges
of thoughts
of words
of deeds
without invoking violence
engaging all who dream
without the garb
without the shield
unrestricted - free
entreating all
espousing call
for unity through peace.

Do people of Latin American descent
like their new identity, LatinX?
Whoever made up this rule should know
everything in the language has a sex.
We censor and cancel our way
to a world without debate.
A sanitized public square
will surely breed silent hate.
Recognize fear and anger as
The Dark Side of the Force
Choose the Middle Way
For an alternate course.
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Breathe life into values,
more than words on a page.
Treat others with respect,
though we’re not all the same.
Diversity means difference.
So if you care about that
be open to listen, don’t judge
understand where they’re at.
If you don’t like their opinion
It’s ok to disagree
doesn’t mean they’re evil
This is called democracy.
While we see things differently
for less or for more,
We must always agree
Two plus two equals four.

In Kinship
(by Lonna D. Kingsbury)
I remember a tale
in college - I think
of a coming of age
of a girl
geographically eastern
presented with what
would become her first of hijabs
while here in the west we learned of just how
unequally each of us were
generally to men
oppressed
and akin
to burdens of beast to a fault
while she in the east
considered her gift
as a sacred coming of age
to be honored
and shielded
to prevent her from yielding
to any egregious offense.

POEMS:

LAURIE LAMBERT
Laurie Lambert is a facilitator at Women Writing for (a) Change. Finishing Line
Press published her chapbook What I Can Carry, in 2016 and her first full-length
collection, What We Are Made Of, in 2019.
Contact: laurie3lambert@ gmail.com

LISA PRANTL
Lisa Prantl is a Cincinnati-based writer, gardener, death midwife, and writing circle facilitator at
Women Writing for (a) Change. Her poetry has been included in several anthologies.
Lisa believes poetry is a way to make sense of and heal a hurting world.

Contact: peace.lap@gmail.com

Default!
So many years later
both stories unfold
each venture deemed boon or a blight.
Both women grow older
through teachings grow bolder
yet neither attain equal rights.
Depending on region
each has a reason
for what we presently share
as both are now covered
free to discover
pretenses of those unaware.
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DRAWING:

CAMILLA S. HANEBERG
Camilla S. Haneberg is a retired Art Teacher of approximately 30 years with a
Master’s Degree in Art Ed. Camilla also studied In Ryder Studio in Santa Fe New
Mexico and Studio Escalier in France. She really engaged in her own Art from
approximately 2005 to today.
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Voice of the Garden

The Right Ideas

(by Lisa Prantl)

(by Laurie Lambert)

The seed may be patient
the seedling cautiously curious
but the riot of plants in their fullness
waits for no gardener
wildness wants its way

I was going seventy
miles an hour roughly Northeast on a four-lane highway
when overhead there was a
narrow bridge and on that bridge
there was a buggy being
drawn by a tired old horse
and in the buggy were two
men wearing flat brimmed black hats.

and days of human absence
release a rhythm and song
that dance with air and sky
acorn squash tendrils reach
for the forsythia bush
tangle with branches like lovers

I wondered if I would go
where I was going if I
had to get there in a horsedrawn buggy. I wondered if
after all they had the right
ideas. Stay close to home.
Eat what you grow. Use your hands.
Don’t hurt anyone. Don’t make
a mess of the world with gasoline engines and pavement.

cucumber vines mix with
blackberries, heedless of prickles
snow peas burst their shells
with seeds waiting to be patient
the plants sing a verse as old
as the planet is green

Isn’t the gas powered engine one of the worst things
humans ever came up with.

here’s my branch
to help you stand, my thorns
will not thwart your climb
yellowed leaves and dropped seeds
are not an end but a beginning

Then again, I miss my girl
so much and I’m glad to get
to her in hours not days.

we can exist together, we can
the gardener sees weeding and pruning ahead
the garden cries out freedom
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Balance

Change Matters

(by Laurie Lambert)

(by Lisa Prantl)

Every spirit is mine, in my family of beings.
All that walk upright and call themselves human.

Sometimes the world stops, I think,
as emergency vehicles and police
honk their way through
my neighborhood on
May 31, 2020.

The sparrow and spider as well, whale and wolf,
rock and rain. Sister of stardust. The tree is my
parent.

They are honoring seniors
whose schools are closed
and graduations cancelled
in pandemic times.

My eyes delight in the dance of birds, vivid burst
of flower’s color, luster of stone in my hand.
I praise the sweet taste of fresh water,
and sing along with the song of my river.

In pockets of this suburban sprawl
white-rightness is held tight
like a treasured coin
and a derogatory school mascot
is not seen as tarnished.

With my heart, I apologize to the fish I catch.
Thank the earth for life ended for my plate.
In my own small world, there is striving for balance.
Beyond, there is so much I fail to hold or help.
I feel in my bones and my blood, the burden.
The onus is upon me. Where is my power.

Nine miles away
protestors march against racial injustice
emergency vehicles honk, sirens blare,
and no one’s cheering the police
who fire rubber bullets and tear gas.
The world has stopped.
I have nothing outside the persistence of racism
to give these graduates,
no standing on my drive cheering their parade
no time for celebrations with police.
Freedoms are being whisked away
like dirt swept from a threshold.
Everyone will feel this at some point,
everyone.
The seniors are not too young to enter the fray
they were born into the fray.
There is work to be done.
The world has stopped.
*In a 4-1 vote on July 2, 2020, the Forest Hills
School Board voted to retire the controversial
Anderson High School Redskins mascot.
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POEMS:

KEVIN C. MCHUGH
Kevin C. McHugh is a retired English teacher and editor. He is the author of
professional and historical articles, as well as poems. He and his wife, Chris, live
and do volunteer work in Cincinnati.
Contact: kclader@hotmail.com

KATHLEEN WADE
Kathy Wade started writing poetry at age eleven, after inheriting her father’s
hand-me-down Olympia typewriter. Her poems have appeared in the Plymouth
Writers Group, Ohio Teachers Write, and the City of Cincinnati’s Poets Laureate
Anthology. A non-fiction book Ordinary People, Extraordinary Lives, was
published in 2012. A fictional memoir, Perfection, was published in 2018. Kathy
taught English and drama and facilitated writing classes at Women Writing for (a)
Change, Most recently she has been the director of a leadership-development
program for women religious and their associates. She lives in Cincinnati with her
husband and a tabby named Oscar.
Contact: kwade42@gmail.com; kathleenwadeperfection.com

DRAWING:

NI-RUN DAUM
Ni-run Daum is an artist from Louisville, KY whose focus in art is trying to bind
reality with surrealism. Ni-run uses that format with multiple mediums such as
marker and ink or paint and sculpture. He likes to try and capture a narrative
in mid motion and create a scene that will carry it throughout whether it be on
canvas or clothing item, or even a novel
Contact: nirun.daum@gmail.com
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Altared States
(by Kevin C. McHugh)

Can you hear the fears
that, word by word, rise
like bricks so roughly cut
but stacked and mortared tight
between us, you and me?
The coded subterfuge of hate
disguised as patriotic pride
or, better shrill, upright
Christian family values.
What would Jesus do in deed?

And thus, this poem is nothing but lies.
Fake truths posing as poetry.
Posturing too. Undoubtedly
since that’s par for the course.
A matter of optics after all.
Like borders and like walls.
This side good, that side bad.
This one US. | That one them.

These words are no doubt proof
of deep-poem conspiracies
that lurk beneath the skin-thin
obvious of our shallow deep state.

What Next, White Person? (A note to myself)
(by Kathleen Wade)

It’s up to me to work to defund White Privilege.
It’s my job to withdraw my stockpile of superiority —
the hoard my ancestors and I (Irish-English-ScandinavianEast European-with a touch of Fin) have been cashing in on
since long before “Point Comfort” Virginia in 1619.
It’s up to me to loosen my grasp, spread the equity around,
make a list of privileges I take for granted:
a seat on the bus, a safe face in a crowd, a front-row ticket,
a first-rate education, the absence of fear.
Degrees, job offers and promotions, a secure future,
deeds and titles, public pools and drinking fountains.
I want to visit Montgomery, see for myself
the lynching museum, visit the Antebellum South,
but steer away from flowered plantation parlors.
I need to take a knee at the doors of low-slung cabins —
if any still exist — where slaves (beautiful, bright, black)
were born, beaten, violated without recourse.
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I must admit my parents’ black-faced minstrelsy,
I do not blame them, but I cannot excuse such ignorance,
because it is my inheritance to own. I must
apologize and vow to change my advantaged mindset
before I can ever hope to change my heart.
I vow to live believing we are all equal human creatures,
promising to march when I can, helping others
into the virtual voting booth. Beginning again today,
I will listen to hard truths, I will act as if I believe
all politics is local and begins with me.
I will stop saying: “…but for the grace of God….”
This is not about God. And I am not one of the chosen
except that I have been tapped to pass my privilege on.

Role Reversal
(by Kevin C. McHugh)

I know I’m here in part from guilt—
for being pale and privileged.
And naïve.
As if you needed me.
As if I mattered.

I find I cannot write this poem.
I lack the language how to say
just what you’ve come to mean.
I find for one that you don’t need me,
but, stranger that I am, you let me in.
Into your class and then your lives.
And though I came here thinking I
would teach to you,
it’s I who have learned:
what it means to be black and brown
and guilty of not being white.
Or, if white, of hailing from the hills.
Of being an immigrant
and wanting a life.
And of risking all.

I am the learner here
where you have taught me more of life
than I could ever teach—
you, who have learned too much too soon.
I cannot plumb your depths.
And for that I am grateful.
You are the teachers in this school,
and I have learned that all this time
it’s I who needed you.
To keep me centered—
and humbled in your eyes.

Believe me when I say that you
are not wanting in anything that counts—
but you do want more.
Not only a piece of the pie and the dream
but of being seen and heard,
and worthy of respect.

Protest in the Laundry Room
(by Kathleen Wade)

I am folding my husband’s shirts,
smoothing the seams. I am
falling apart at the seams. I am
shaking the wrinkles from towels.
I am shaking inside. Can you tell?
Does it show? I wish I were forty
years younger and able to march.
I am longing to take a stand.
I stand instead in the laundry room
measuring liquid detergent,
pouring it into the tray while
a thousand young people holding
their flashlight phones in the air
in DC’s Lafayette Square sing
“Lean on Me.” I am leaning over
the sorting table letting my tears
fall on my husband’s shirts. I sway
and lean with the young, in the
only way I can – the way I’ve done
everything – virtually – since
the middle of March (since
this deadly virus threatened us),
cautious of getting too close. I don’t
want to distance myself. I want
to shout, to break things, to fall
on my knee – for the man who is
only the latest (but not the last)
to die at the aggressor’s knee –
for all of the named and unnamed
others. Instead, I am folding the shirts
and towels. I am folding in layers
of sorrow and sorting out rage.
I am leaning into the chanting
marchers. I am folding and sorting,
singing my troubled heart,
soothing my weary soul.

You are all
I’d always hoped to be.
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POEMS:

TERRY PETERSEN
Terry Petersen is the author of the Star League Chronicles. She also writes a
blog on positive thinking, as well as stories and poems for Piker Press, an online
magazine. Terry believes the written word is a great way to connect the head with
the heart and make humans whole.
Contact: tpetersen@fuse.net; terrypetersen.wordpress.com

JEAN SYED
Jean Syed spent thirty-six years in England and thirty-seven years in Loveland,
OH. With her husband, they moved to Washington State to be near their son.
Contact: jeansyed721@gmail.com

DRAWING:

JACOB R. MERIDA
Jacob R. Merida, 47 years old, has a Bachelor of Fine Art’s degree from the
Academy of Cincinnati (1996). He is currently a freelance artist in fine art,
illustration and design, and a kundalini yoga instructor.
Contact: facebook.com/scratch1234; instagram.com/jacobmerida;
etsy.com/shop/jrmeridaart
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Bag of Wind

Flashlight

(by Terry Petersen)

(by Terry Petersen)

Wind lifts a white plastic bag
and carries it with
bat-swift gusts from the street
to the base of a tree.

She stirs artificial sweetener into her coffee
as my husband shares one oldie recording after
another.
Creedence Clearwater Revival, Jefferson Airplane,
The Supremes. The 1960’s scene.

The bag appears to be
moving on its own, breathing,
mimicking a
living creature.
An illusion. I think
about people fed
hot, even dangerous air,
led to follow the whims
of a narcissist who claims,
“I will be there,” words made of
vague promises. A breeze arrives
and lifts the bag to a sharp branch.
Misled followers leak air.
They blame enemy design.
I pray the truth saves all.
Before the tree dies.

Thoreau’s Mom

Folk artists. One-time hits. I listen.
And watch as my friend moves her head
with the drum beat. She is blind. She won’t look
for bookshelf dust or carpet lint. We welcome
few guests during pandemic time. She celebrates
learned pathways through my house and moves
between our couch and dining room table.
We share places where disability dissolves.
Or so I imagine until she reaches for coffee
and touches another cylindrical object instead.
“What is this?” I answer, “flashlight,”
as if she knew about the object the way
she understands the feel of our leather couch,
the last Elvis Presley song, or a groaner-pun.
“Oh,” she answers. Yet, I don’t see the unseeable
until I return the artificial light to a desk drawer.
She would fathom flash-light
the way any human grasps a concept like infinity.
I have a lot to learn about my friend’s life.

(by Jean Syed)

I wonder what Thoreau’s mom
Must have thought
Presenting his washing to her on his way
As he mused on each Transcendental problem.
Those antique men, well-read,
They did not do the dirty laundry.
They left that for the washerwomen
As they cogitated about Self-Reliance instead.
Self-Reliance must have been metaphorical!
(You can do a lot with metaphors)
But if there were Tweets in her time
Perhaps she would have written LOL.
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ERICA REID
Erica Reid is a Colorado poet with an Ohio heart. She is currently pursuing her
MFA at Western Colorado University. In 2021 Erica’s poetry was commissioned
by the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra, and in 2020 she won the Great Isolation
Writing Contest in the poetry category.
Contact: erica.minton.reid@gmail.com

GAIL SILVER
Gail Silver’s journalistic writings and photography have been published over
a 40+ year timespan. Now retired, she is devoting her time to writing memoir,
poetry, journalistic essays, and continuing her long-standing environmental and
animal-rights activism. Gail has created “Passover for the Soul” card sets with
writings and art designed to bring modern relevance to the ancient Passover
story during traditional Jewish Seders.
Contact: info@forthesoul.biz; gms530@msn.com

DRAWING:

RACHEL HESS
Rachel Hess is a graphic designer and illustrator who graduated from DAAP’s
GRCD program in 2017. She currently works at an ad agency in NY helping large
corporations establish their visual identities.
Contact: ly.rachelhess@gmail.com; @rachl.ss
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Warbird

Amazon, the Battle Zone

(by Erica Reid)

(by Gail Silver)

I have tried and failed the nice way—
now I’m brazen and untoward.
I draw strength from her behind me
and I hook the power forward.

Amazon lures me,
free shipping and Prime.
And I’m saving money
time after time.

As I brush dust from my lashes
and I see myself in wonder,
I find lightning in my beauty
and a pretty little thunder

And then there’re the shows
this behemoth creates.
The Man in High Castle
and Fleabag are great.

as they crack along an arid heart
the color of a bruise.
Just behind the heart, a fire
you have never seen me use.

I have Fire TVs,
I said goodbye to cable;
this makes it so easy
to watch Mrs. Maisel.

I am new to this blue fury.
I’m a freshly minted warbird,
but my mother wrote a guidebook
as my grandma did before her.

Sometimes I feel guilty
when I shirk small brands,
ask where am I going
and into whose hands?

With a raw, unbuckled anger
and a hungry-fisted ache
I’ll share vigil for the future
that we will not let you take.

I know there’s a line
between deal and exploit;
it reveals or obscures,
it confronts or avoids.
So I look in the mirror—
am I shrewd or a sap?
For somewhere down the road
I’m quite sure there’s a trap.
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We Can’t Talk
(by Gail Silver)

POEMS:

What bothers me most is
we’re so far apart. You were
best friend—like brother—
then lover, and now

Not a mean bone is in you,
I pray it’s just that; I pray
that you don’t know the hate
you support. I’m Jewish,

I prefer not to have you around.
You say it’s a shame what they’re
doing to him. No, it’s not his fault,
his words not meant to rally.

remember that you
loved a woman they hate? These
stormers so proud, with their
Camp Auschwitz shirts.

Your smirk says you know
what I don’t. The words just the
man being the man, decisive
and shoot from the hip.

I think maybe you,
you might turn us all in.
You don’t think that now
but allegiance to country

Unmasked,
let it all show, for that’s
what is manly; there’s no
consequence to the words.

means those who are generous
and kind, they’ll serve country first.
We’ve seen it before.
USA! USA!

Do you know all life
started with Word?

What bothers me most is I still miss
someone I loved after I wisely said no.
Yes, that’s what it is, it’s the confounding
mix of the friendship and anger,

And pictures. Most racists
don’t think that they are.
I remember your cartoon,
he was newly in office, Obama
in loin cloth and
feathers, was seated and
stupidly smiling. So funny,
you thought. Not racist, just funny.

grief and disgust. Well no, that’s
not it. It’s the fact we can’t talk,
you and I. Well not of what matters.
What bothers me most is just that
I’m glad; I’m glad every day
that I didn’t choose you.

TIM REISERT
Tim Reisert lives, teaches, and makes music in Cincinnati, Ohio. He participates
with the Ohio Writing Project. His poems have appeared in Root & Star and
Tipton Poetry Journal.
Contact: tdreisert.bandcamp.com

SHERRY COOK STANFORTH
Sherry Cook Stanforth is founder/director of Thomas More University’s
Creative Writing Vision program and managing editor for the regional literary
journal, Pine Mountain Sand & Gravel. Her longer publication projects include the
anthology Riparian: Poems, Short Prose, and Photographs Inspired by the Ohio
River (Dos Madres Press, 2019) and a poetry collection, Drone String (Bottom
Dog Press, 2015). Sherry performs in a 3-generation Appalachian family band,
Tellico. She also enjoys beekeeping and studying native plants.
Contact: stanfos@thomasmore.edu

DRAWING:

KEVIN MUENTE
Kevin Muente received his BFA in drawing and painting from the University
of Wisconsin- Milwaukee in 1994 and his MFA in painting from the University
of Cincinnati in 1999. He has exhibited his paintings internationally and has
garnered several awards and honors including the Kentucky Arts Council’s
Al Smith Individual Artist Fellowship, Cincinnati Summerfair Aid to Individual
Artist Grants, and multiple artist residencies. He currently holds the rank of full
professor of art at Northern Kentucky University.
Contact: muentek@nku.edu; kevinmuente.com
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Sing to Him of a Bird
(by Tim Reisert)

Sing to him of a bird,
of nests and twigs held high,
hold what is in the world.
Moths as a nightcloud
pulled by the moon, not sight,
silent song of this bird.
Limestone, oak, and fern all record
oranges and blues of first daylight,
held what was in the world.
Twinkle bright our cynosure
of starry wing and spinning flight,
stay where we found these birds.
Small valley hymns grow more,
harmonies meek, but hearts’ might,
singing to the littlest birds.
When feather fits another, rest sure
on warmed air and billowing height,
and sing to him of a bird
to hold what holds us in this world.

Skunk Revelations
(by Sherry Cook Stanforth)

I offer a sincere poem
for the skunk—who in
truth, deserves more than
Pepe Le Pew parody, or
sorry jokes involving diaper
rash and blenders. What is
true about skunks is that
they hold no mean business

dogs along the purple edges of dusk,
set to drown a perfect evening
in a tomato juice and peroxide wash
followed by rank weeks, even years
Maybe skunks want us to know
that the noses gracing our faces
hunger for any real molecule, for one
or one thousand flashes of scent
inside a morning minute. Skunks
ask us to look up from our screens
and be clear about who we are
inside this specific time and place,
whether or not it smells like roasted
coffee or burnt rubber, or blood or hate.
A skunk lives with (not against) others.
Even on a bad day it only turns a tail,
or expresses an anal prayer of hope
to survive inside a world where predators,
numb to their own rank and complex notes,
trigger for territorial rights. Teeth
bared, claws sharpened, instincts dulled,
such creatures rise up for what
rightfully belongs to them, claiming
their manufactured stink to be sacred
while they foul every nest—unraveling guts
from the body, pecking out eyes, or peppering
out bullets, all the while growling with pride,
this is the natural means to a great end.
…and still, black and white bushy-tailed skunks
slink low along the bushes, wary that their own
ends have always mattered greatly, along with unending praise for creation’s God-given scents.

with the rest of this world.
They do not stink for irony’s sake
or vengefully thrust themselves
into someone’s slow path, or stalk
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In the Furrows
(by Sherry Cook Stanforth)

Mama told us they’d choose
only the best fruit and carry it
straight home—wet black soil
crusted on their boots, packed
in the moons of their nails.
After lemonade under catalpa
trees, they would all gather
in the little yellow kitchen to split
skins, mash through stringy pulp.
Seven full days of rinsing
over and again—not one
day less. Then they mapped
out constellations of seeds
onto cut brown paper—squash,
tomatoes and pole beans,
melons, a wild strain
of ground cherries for making
jams and chutneys—all drying
in slanted sun. Mama told us
these things while we stripped foil,
dropped capsules in cloudy water
rationed into cups. We hooked
our noses to oxygen in a pinch,
bit through nutritional cubes,
treated our broken parts with
chemical balms, anesthetic drips.
Outside, the earth peeled
away in layers—hickory bark
confetti and spider-veined leaf
litter, lace wing maple copters
resurrecting in Lazarus fashion,
untucked from roof gutter
tombs, whirling in sulfur-dioxidized
nitrous-oxidized clouds tinged
with particulate matter. At sludged
dusk, we took in wildly swarped,
psychedelic sunsets, bent into
fixed brimstone towers. Mama

called it a new kind of beauty
blooming on the horizon. Then,
unhooking herself from telemetric
coils and IV tubes, she took a piss
in her pot—claiming the stars
once scattered themselves
as seeds on a black silk infinite
shawl. She recalled sleeping
on the top of a hill, an itchy girl
curled inside a nest of cheat
grass and red clover, sucking
in honey locust plumed air.
There, she would lie
for hours, still as death,
reading codes tilled
into shimmering
furrows of light

POEMS:

LARRY SIMPSON
Larry Simpson now lives in Charlotte, NC, currently cooped up due to Covid but
taking walks with masks. For the last 20 plus years he has been collaborating
with a Cincinnati musician, Gary Woster, on a series of songs and poems, a
science-fiction novel of sound, to be available online. Larry is also working on a
book of Haikus with photographs.
Contact: larrycsimpson@gmail.com

Lift
(by Tim Reisert)

You give lift to feather
flight, warmth that soil
gives to sleep. And I bring
palm to thistle stem, then
rest dry leaves on stone.
Whether we rise or meet
ground under our steps,
light runs through both
thorn and supple petal.
What has once been woven
walks a river’s bend,
its tranquil love.

DRAWING:

CREWS MCCULLOCH
Crews McCulloch is an artist and designer who has lived and taught painting
in California, Kentucky and Ohio. He has received numerous awards for his
work including Louisville Trust Bank Award for Watercolor and The Santa Cruz
Mountains Art Center (CA) award for painting. Crews has taught painting,
drawing and art history at Chatfield College in Cincinnati (OH) and Baker-Hunt
Art Center in Covington (KY).
Contact: crewsmc@aol.com
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Lost World
We discovered a distant planet
on the other side of the galaxy.
Its spectral analyses, gravitational pulse,
and heat predictions, showed it suitable for life.
We sent our scouts in distant orbit
to monitor its communications,
and translate the languages of its dominant lifeforms.
We hoped to share our knowledge.
We hoped to bring peace.
We sent micro-spies, to do a full report
on its environment and cultures.
The report stated that the planet had great potential
until the recent past.
But the extinction rate of most of the life-forms
had surpassed their ability to maintain a viable ecosystem.
Toxic gases and liquids as well as radioactive solids,
have been manufactured and spread throughout the planet,
in a manner suggesting mass suicide.
The planet has been overrun by an incurable moral cancer.
It is suggested that this planet
be quarantined for the next one hundred million revolutions
around its heart-star when all ecosystems
may re-evolve into new life-forms.
The dominant life-forms of this planet
call it Earth.

Hiking with Masks
Here, the shade is some sixty feet deep
under big trees from the last mid-century.
The trail weaves along a flood plain above McAlpine Creek,
and below subdivisions higher than the treetops,
mostly out of sight.
The trail is six to ten feet wide, adequate for social distancing
except for the occasional swarms of large families
and packs of teenagers.
These surges occur at an estimate of about every fifty yards,
dog walkers, phone talkers, whizzing bicycles, and water sippers.
We seem to be surrounded by fresh clean air,
trees transpiring, the leaves pumping oxygen, but our masks are not
completely defensive, not well fitting, and we lower them
for a taste of nature when no one is visible.
We watch for oncoming traffic and raise our masks
at the glint of a bike or sound of laughter,
looking back frequently for oncoming joggers.
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If we see others in masks, we cheer with invisible smiles.
Passing those without masks, we wave and hurry forward.
We pant like dogs uphill, breathing in our own exhalations,
until we get the chance to unmask for a moment.
After trekking behind an empty softball field, we go downhill again,
back to the deep shade.
I notice a small white shape, high above my head,
the fluff of a cottonwood seed wandering
among slowly wagging leaves,
and wonder about the unsolvable math of the Brownian motion,
the essentially random path of one virus,
or a multitude propelled by the rhythm of panting,
or the shotgun blast of a sneeze,
or the microscopic flotsam carried in the wake of a bike.
We are a nation founded on rebellion, built on taking risks,
a people of stubborn individualism.
“Do your own thing,” is a thing.
How many aged and underprivileged will die
on the battlefields of sneezes?
Or for the pursuit of companionship
in shared air?

Iberus Hacker
(a song without music)
Iberus was a folk singer and he played his guitar.
He toured and sang with Utah Philipps, traveling, wide and far,
singing gospel and old timey, spirituals and blues,
Union and work songs, country, and folk songs too.
He sang, Which Side Are You On, and Mule Skinner Blues
and Froggy Went a Courting, and Good Ole Mountain Dew.
He sang, Pretty Polly, Key to the Highway, and Old Blue,
Lowdown Freedom, Ain’t No Grave and I’m Goin’ Through….
He started out as Chattanooga cop even before he sang,
but he soon became a preacher and met Martin Luther King,
He organized for civil rights and together they would sing,
That Old Ship of Zion and Freedom Train.
In Uptown Chicago, Iberus joined the Wobblies
He marched in Appalachia, he sang in Cincinnati.
He fought for the homeless, the hungry and poor
and the workers of the world who needed more.
He stood up for black and white, women, children, and men,
And he marched against the Ku Klux Klan.
He died of a heart attack making one more stand.
It was down in Virginia, a town by the name of Wise.
He always quoted old Joe Hill, “don’t mourn, organize.”

POEMS:

EILEEN TRAUTH
Eileen Trauth is an author, inclusion advocate and Emeritus Professor
of Information Sciences, and Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies at
Pennsylvania State University. Her scholarly writing includes several books,
numerous research articles and one play. Her creative writing includes poetry,
historical fiction, memoir, and screen writing. Eileen lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Contact: eileen@eileentrauth.com; eileentrauth.com

JEFF WILSON
A Cincinnati resident, Jeff Wilson is the music editor for The Absolute Sound.
Over the years he has written a lot of fiction, some published, some not, and
occasionally the muses send him in the direction of poetry. The included poem
was written after strolling through Camp Washington, a neighborhood he highly
recommends for walking.
Contact: disdat@hotmail.com

DRAWING:

LINDSEY HURST
Lindsey Hurst is a multimedia artist born in Dayton, OH who now lives in
Cincinnati. She enjoys metal wire sculpting, drawing, and printmaking. Lindsey is
currently studying art at Miami University Hamilton, focusing on Community Arts.
Contact: lindseyhurst17@gmail.com

(Some details of this song provided by Mike Henson)
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Famish

Shelter

(by Eileen Trauth)

(by Eileen Trauth)

On the starving plate you filled a hungry
heart with empty food and left a hunger.

The storm rolls in like clockwork
with predictable pace,
anticipated force.

You served up soup instead of sympathy,
your way to say what still left a hunger.
You baked a bridge of bread that just revealed
what you could not cross; it left a hunger.

Wind whips our hair
into a flurry of confusion.
We wait, expectant
as driving rain appears,
welting our faces, arms.
We stand in silence

You offered roast beef that never appeased
a craving for words, which left a hunger.
You wrote letters with your meals, meant to speak
your silence. Unsent, they left a hunger.
Your dazzling dishes did not nourish; feast
turned to endless fast that left a hunger.

watching sparks fleck
a darkening sky
with flashes of insight.
I reach out my hand
but yours are busy
wringing each other.

In stillness, as you passed the salt and we
ate our détente, I was left a hunger.

Minority

When I Go for a Walk

(by Eileen Trauth)

(by Jeff Wilson)

It’s not my life,
not my experience
at the center of the allusion,
not my voice being spoken,
not me reflected in the story.

So many things to think
about when I go for a walk
and I think about all of them.
I wonder where all the cars are
going and which ones will break
down before they get there.

Being able to pass
has its advantages
in a hostile world
where living different
is not safe.
But the cost is high
when the toll comes due
and I am jolted back
to the recognition
that it’s not my life
being portrayed
in the symbols
of our society.

I wonder how many children
hate the world and how many
love it. I wonder where, on
A minute-by-minute basis,
I stood on that matter
as I was growing up
In Des Moines, a place
that’s far away now, but that
doesn’t mean it isn’t there.
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I wonder if trees breathe.
I wonder if I like gray skies
better than blue skies

The sign, in a corner
where a chain-link fence
topped with barbed wire

And what the temperature is
exactly, as anyone can guess but
there’s only one right answer.

Meets a wrought-iron fence
with tall spikes, seems so
insignificant and small. Gazing

I wonder what a perfect day would
be like and who would join me
and how we’d begin the day.

Up at the spikes, I remembered
when a neighbor from Des
Moines, a kid my age,

I wonder about the factories
and warehouses I pass, all
giant, noble structures,

Late for school one day, impaled
himself on a wrought-iron fence
and died under a tree. And I thought

Many of them empty (except,
of course, for the ghosts, or
perhaps there isn’t a single ghost

About the White House, where
they have a fence like that but
they want to make it higher

Anywhere in the world). I wonder
about the signs I see, many for
companies that left us long ago,

So the President doesn’t die. Has
the sign been there a long time
I wondered, protecting them

Yet the signs stick around
to remind us that way back
when something existed.

From brutal bosses or chemical
explosions, or was this a safety
measure implemented

Most signs mean what they say
in an obvious way but some are
different, almost indecipherable,

Due to Covid-19, or did they
expect a riot? All those
workers huddled together

Either that or the words mean
something to someone while
no one else has a clue, yet

I pictured at various times
in history and well into
the future. That sign

I read them all anyway. A
sign I saw yesterday I woke
up thinking about today,

Should stay where it is I
thought no matter what
happens. Regardless of

It said Safety Gathering Point.
That may mean something
to you, but for me it was

What it means exactly it
has its place and I’m glad
someone put it there.

POEMS:

NICASIO URBINA
Nicasio Urbina is a Nicaraguan writer, critic and professor. He was born in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1958, to Nicaraguan parents. His most recent book,
Poesía reunida 1984-2015, was published in Madrid and México. Nicasio is
currently Professor of Spanish American literature at the University of Cincinnati.
Contact: nicasiourbina@gmail.com; nicasiourbina.com

DRAWING:

EMIL ROBINSON
Emil Robinson is an artist known for paintings of evocative interior space. He is
currently an Assistant Professor at the University of Cincinnati. Presentations
of his work include a solo exhibition at Waterhouse and Dodd Contemporary
in London, a prize-winning painting in the Smithsonian, and ongoing group
exhibitions throughout the US and Europe.

Contact: emilrobinson.com; @emiljrobinson

A mystery. In the parking lot
of a factory where workers
still punch timeclocks
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The Jails of the Dictatorship

Las Cárceles de la Dictadura

The jails of the dictatorship
they are deep and black.
Huge screams grow on their walls
and through the corridors shadows move.
Tiny infested dungeons,
kilns of cement and zinc
where hope simmers
and rats flourish day by day in the heat.

Las cárceles de la dictadura
son profundas y negras.
En sus paredes crecen enormes alaridos
y por los pasillos se desplazan sombras.
Diminutos calabozos infestos,
hornos de cemento y láminas de zinc,
donde la esperanza se cocina a fuego lento,
y las ratas florecen día a día en el calor.

Here the political prisoners languish:
an army of flies visit them daily,
multitudes of microbes infect them,
ground glass flavors their food
and muddy water is their sustenance.

Aquí languidecen los presos políticos:
un ejército de moscas los visita,
multitudes de microbios los contagian,
vidrio molido condimenta sus viandas,
y agua cenagosa es su sustento.

The jails are named after poems:
La Esperanza, La Modelo, El Chipote,
Tipitapa.

Las ergástulas tienen nombre de poemas:
La Esperanza, La Modelo, El Chipote,
Tipitapa.

They torture you day and night:
manicurists pull out your nails,
the dentist removes your teeth,
the smoker uses you as an ashtray,
the chemist tattoos you with acid,
the horny rapes you without stopping.
They are all professionals in their craft.

Las torturas de los días y las noches:
los manicuristas te arrancan las uñas,
el dentista te saca los dientes,
el fumador te usa de cenicero,
el químico te tatúa con ácido,
el rijioso te viola sin parar.
Todos son profesionales en su oficio.

Lenín Rojas Contreras, tortured,
Dany Chávez, tortured,
Yubrank Suazo, tortured,
Eddy Montes Praslin, assassinated.

Lenín Rojas Contreras, torturado,
Dany Chávez, torturado,
Yubrank Suazo, torturado,
Eddy Montes Praslin, asesinado.

The jails of the dictatorship
they are all of Nicaragua.

Las cárceles de la dictadura
son todo Nicaragua.
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I Will Get in Your Way

Me Interpongo

To Alvarito Conrado,
the 15-year-old assassinated
by the Ortega-Murillo dictatorship.

A Alvarito Conrado,
el joven de 15 años que murió asesinado
por la dictadura Ortega-Murillo.

I carry the water, on my legs
the water, it is not the rain,
it is the deafened cry of my lament,
it is the water,
it is the desert of life and death,
It is the scream in my backpack
and the shoes.

Llevo el agua, en mis piernas
el agua, no es la lluvia,
es el grito ensordecido del lamento,
es el agua,
es el desierto de la vida y de la muerte,
Es el grito en la mochila
y el zapato.

She loves me, but I
I want the water.

Ella me ama, pero yo
deseo el agua.

Everyone screams, screams
not knowing that it is the time.

Gritan todos, gritan
sin saber cuál es el tiempo.

Deads, deads, deads...

Muertos, muertos, muertos…

Nobody has died here.
We have all lived in silence.

Aquí no ha muerto nadie.
Todos hemos vivido en el silencio.

It is only a vocation that awaits you,
a mass of ringing muscles,
the biceps and hypothalamus
get confused,
and there is always a soul that tempts us.

Es solo una vocación la que te espera,
un amasijo de músculos timbrantes,
el bíceps y el hipotálamo
se confunden,
y siempre hay un alma que los tienta.

This is an easy run,
mountains of laws condemn me.
The motorcycle that takes me to the
hospital is killing me,
I am repelled by noise, the air, the sky.
It is not me, but my shadow.

Esta es fácil correría,
orgías de leyes me condenan.
La moto que me lleva me tortura,
me repele el ruido, la caricia, el firmamento.
No soy yo, sino mi sombra.

Water, water, water...
The lady hurts me with her rings,
She tortures my spinal cord and
my knees with her metal trees,
and the stupid function of my body.
Here I am, at the end of this
undefined corridor,
fighting for my lakes and my volcanoes,
for the land they took from us,
the tortilla and the complementary bean.

Agua, agua, agua…
Me duele la señora y sus anillos,
la médula espinal de la tortura,
la rótula, el árbol de hojalata,
y la estúpida función del organismo.

Life Sentence

Cadena Perpetua

Never, human men
there was so much pain in the chest
Cesar Vallejo

Jamás, hombres humanos
hubo tanto dolor en el pecho
César Vallejo

A whole life, a lifetime
that has fallen into memory,
a handful of libertarian wishes,
a deep and sepulchral silence.

Una vida entera, una vida
que ha caído en la memoria,
un puñado de deseos libertarios,
un silencio profundo y sepulcral.

A single life and all of them.
Six million angry souls,
a knife that cuts the eyelashes
of all the eyes that watch us all the time.

Una vida sola y todas ellas.
Seis millones de almas iracundas,
un cuchillo que corta las pestañas
de todos los ojos que nos miran sin parar.

They investigate your wishes,
your bank account and your Facebook,
they know if you dirtied your shirt
and who you are going to vote for in the
next election.

Ellos investigan tus deseos,
la cuenta corriente y tu Facebook,
saben si ensuciaste tu camisa
y por quién vas a votar en la elección.
Dos vidas deberíamos tener, una
que se pasea por la calle, que
va al teatro y se persigna en
procesión sin pudor ni miramiento;
y otra que en secreto se rebela,
se insurrecta,
se suicida cuando quiere
y se sabe libre, soberana, independiente.

Two lives we should have, one
to walk down the street,
to the theater and make the sign of the
cross without modesty or regard;
and another to secretly rebel,
to revolt,
to commit suicide when you want
and to be free, sovereign, independent.

Mas no tenemos otra voz
en la tormenta, somos este
pequeño triangulito sórdido:
puros lagos y volcanes silenciados.

But we have no other voice
in the storm, all we have is this
little triangle:
only lakes and silenced volcanoes.

No son tres las vidas que vivimos,
ni dos las cuerdas para ahorcarnos,
es una sola, una sola cadena perpetua,
qué empezamos a cumplir cuando nacemos.

There are not three lives for us to live,
not two ropes to hang us,
it’s only one, one life sentence,
what we begin to serve when we are born.

Heme aquí, al final de este
pasillo indefinido,
luchando por mis lagos y volcanes,
por la tierra que nos quitan,
la tortilla y el frijol complementario.
Me duele respirar y me interpongo.

It hurts to breathe but I get in your way.
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POEMS:

GARY WALTON
Gary Walton has published seven books of poetry; his latest is
Waiting For Insanity Clause (Finishing Line Press, 2017). His novel about
Newport, Kentucky in its heyday as a gambling Mecca: Prince of Sin City was
published by Finishing Line Press in 2009. He has been nominated for the
Pushcart prize twice and in 2010, he was voted Third Place: “Best Local Author”
Best of Cincinnati 2010 issue in City Beat magazine.
Gary is also editor of the Journal of Kentucky Studies a professional journal of
critical and creative work.
Contact: waltong@nku.edu; nku.edu/~waltong/

DRAWING:

JAKE KRISMANICK
Jake Krismanick has a BFA from his time at IUPUI. He draws cartoons which he
posts to yellowballoonx.com. He is currently working on a scrap wood table for
his backyard and trying to figure out ReactJS.
Contact: jake.krismanick@gmail.com
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Cassandra Weeps

Horror Show

(Trump and the Plague)

January 6, 2021

Sociopath or psychopath?
Narcissist or nitwit?
What difference does it make

The zombies that attacked
The capitol, wide eyed,
Hysterical, foaming at the

If he is trying to kill you?
I knew from the beginning
That this man would put

Mouth, screaming, “Death,
Death, Death” were not
CGI constructions, nor

Our lives in danger—
It was inevitable like the
Smell of a skunk or the

Bit players from Central
Casting; their costumes were
Not created in some movie

Sting of a wasp—it was
His nature, just ask that
Hitchhiking scorpion—

Land workshop where rubberized
Faces are as fake as the vampire
Fangs; here, instead, were

Jim Jones or Charles Manson
Were always headed to
The graveyard and it wasn’t

Real brains plagued not with
Covid or Zika, or even Bubonic,
But with a virus more deadly

In their stars but in their
Genes, like an elongated pinky;
When the plague began

Still: an algorithm, unique to each
As a fingerprint; a monster beyond
Mary Shelly or Stoker, or Stevenson;

It was obvious he was out
Of his depth (and out of his
Mind)—who could watch

A poison more addictive than heroin,
Methamphetamine or crack combinedEach click of a digit excites the brain,

Tens of thousands die and
Not be moved: Pol Pot? Stalin?
Who would make wearing

A squirt of dopamine and a jolt of fear
And like rats they hit it again and again—
Each time they descend deeper into

A mask political when the
Refrigerator trucks were filling
Up with corpses? Of course,

A charybdis of their own making,
Summoning images provocative and
Dilatory, sending new thrills to a mind

They were old, brown and
Black, and poor, most of them,
“useless eaters”: expendable.

Already sodden with delirium—
Who could have imagined that
Alexander Graham Bell’s device

Somewhere in the summer
“Herd immunity” morphed into
“Culling the herd”; is this not

Could be more dangerous than a hypodermic
Or a tube of tobacco, or that silicone valley
Would be more of a menace than

A crime? Is there a Nuremberg
Court to appeal to? Who will
Pay for half a million dead?

The poppy fields of Afghanistan or
The cartels of Columbia?
Late at night when we tick off the
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Demons that might kill us: the California
Wild fires, the calving of Antarctic ice,
The rising sea levels, methane from the
Permafrost, famine caused from carbon in
The air, who could have predicted
An event horizon so seemingly benign
As false information from a phone that
Could stimulate the apocalypse and
Begin an extinction event, simply
Because we can’t agree on a shared reality?

Pandemic Panacea
Seeking the anodyne diversion,
Some dynamic to keep the imperious
Pounding of bad news away: the creeping,
Then, sweeping invisible infection, the
Scores, then tens, then thousands, then
Hundreds of thousands of deaths, the dearth
Of leadership, the tragicomic cult of
Sadistic denial, the dramaturgy of such

A buoy to grasp as if just its touch
Can keep us from letting go and sinking too;
Here we can imagine riding a restored
Pennyfarthing or racing a 1937 Whizzer,
Polish a perfect Schwinn Phantom or
Embrace a fiery, red Enfield, or bask in the
Warm glow of a restored Royal Sunbeam or
Possess a ’22 Excelsior or Raleigh Superbe
Or escape on a ’47 Knucklehead, or
’46 Indian Chief—perhaps, just to finger an
Original Tiffany lamp or caress a real
Rookwood tile gives us the illusion of
Immortality, or at least, some hope of
Survivability and permanence in an age
Spinning like a prewar leaded metal top
Toward a yawning digital abyss where
Truth is an instant meme and as fragile
As a Gilded Age china doll and meaning
Is as ephemeral as the hot exhaust from
A two toned 1951 Nash Healy sports car.

Widespread stupidity… .
Why not find solace in the simulacra
Of reality tv—in the balm of cascading
Pixels that wash over the mind like
A baptism of warm amniotic fluid?
Here pickers pick, bidders bid and
Pawn brokers triage the accumulated
Detritus of previous generations,
Giving us permission to fantasize and
Fetishize the material world, ogle and
Stroke the discarded products of the late
Industrial age as if they were talismans
Of some arcane sacred worship—
Here holding a bent fork or silver
Spoon, perhaps a cracked plate recovered
From the Titanic or Lusitania offers us
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